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As refugees occupy a more central and 
visible place in the landscapes of every- 
day affairs throughout the globe, they 
are increasingly seen as sources as well 
as agents of change and transformation 
in local and global politics. For exam- 
ple, at times they are seen as sources of 
instability and security threats world- 
wide. At other times, refugees are 
represented as economic threatsunder- 
mining the economies of the host coun- 
tries. As J. Bhabhaand S. Shutter1 stated, 
it is nearly as if the very word "refugee" 
has become an accusation against the 
refugee-a development that intimates 
a profound crisis in the inter-govern- 
mental refugee protection regime an- 
chored in themodern state-system. 

Reflecting this crisis in the material 
conditions of refugee lives throughout 
the world, but particularly in "rich" 
western countries, increasingly, gov- 
ernments are denying people the right 
to asylum. In its 1995 annual report on 
the state of the world's refugees, the 
United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR) observes this phe- 
nomenon: "states are increasingly tak- 
ing steps to obstruct the arrival of 

asylum seekers, to contain displaced 
people within their homeland, and to 
return refugees to their country of ori- 
gin."* In 1997, Dennis McNamara, 
UNHCR's international protection di- 
rector, echoes the same observationbut 
with a blunter language: "Today," he 
states, "refugee protection and the insti- 
tution of asylum are probably facing the 
greatest global challenge in their his- 
tory, with governments systematically, 

intentionally, and openly attacking the 
international system created to protect 
ref~gees."~ 

Possibilities for obtaining intema- 
tional protection continue to be di- 
minished as refugees and asylum 
seekers face border closures, armed 
violence, interdiction at sea, expul- 
sions, and legal restrictions as well as 
premature return to an insecure en- 
~ironment.~ 
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Ironically, this draconian negation of 
refugee rights comes at a time when the 
"international community" proudly speaks 
of its grand achievements in the institution 
of the refugee protection regime. But in the 
circumstances of the realities of refugee 
lives, celebratory pronouncements fall 
short of the promises contained in them; 
refugee protection regime seems to exist 
increasingly more in name and less in real 
protections for refugees. It is a crisis in the 
making, a crisis of both ethics and 
humanitarianism and the politico-
governmental system, the system of states, 
that paradigmatically undergirds the refu-
gee protection regime. 

What might be the reasons for such a 
crisis? What are the political-practical and 
ontological, that is, historical and 
contemporary imperatives of governance 
that inform the raison d'etre of regime 
activities and determine their limits? 

At one level, scholars and policy 
makers comprehend the difficulties in 
utilitarian terms which are instrumental in 
efforts to try to explain the crisis. Their 
explanations generally center around the 
claim that in recent years 
there has been a proliferation in the sheer 
number of refugees and internally 
displaced whose ever increasing, not 
always registered, numbers putunbearable 
economic and political burdens on 
the refugee protection regime in general 
and the resources of individual countries 
that underwrite the regime in particular. 
Not only is the "burden" issue raised, but 
also, we are told, the proliferatingnumbers 
of those who seek protection contain 
masses of people who are not "real 
refugees" in the conventional sense but are 
"bogus asylum seekers," "economic 
refugees" and the like, whose movements 
across the globe undermine and attenuate 
efforts to serve the real refugee 
populations. Starting from this 
representation, many then loudly justify 
deepening of controls in refugee 
landscapes in order to "put an end to the 
abuses," while also hastily expressing their 
commitment to the refugee protection 
regime and arguing that they are still doing 
their best to administer to the refugees. 

Others are oriented to approach refugees 
and other displaced people more 
compassionately, or perhaps more gen-
erously, in spite of whatever practical 
difficulties there may exist to suggest that 
refugees should enjoy basic protections 
promised in the protection regime even if 
the regime can not properly establish the 
authenticity of their claims in and to 
displacement. Curiously the UNHCR is 
amongst those who ever so carefully and 
tentatively articulate and advocate such a 
position. "Behind the phenomena of 
moving," the UNHCR claims for instance, 
"lie deeper and often interrelated patterns of 
political, economic, ethnic, environmental, 
or human rights pressures, which are fur-
ther complicated by the interplay between 
domestic and international factors. . . There 
are as many reasons for moving as there are 
migrants."s Starting from this position, for 
some, as for the UNHCR, it becomes 
possible to propose practical expansion in 
the scope of efforts driven with a 
converging view to 
"studying, " "fully comprehending" and 
"treating" the "refugee" "problem." 

No doubt these approaches are valuable 
and insightful. No doubttoo, much more is 
to be said and written along these lines. But 
I think it can be said, and 
said fairly, that these approaches, for all 
their variety, share something in common. 
In language that I would borrow from a 
well-known article by Robert Cox, these 
approaches bespeak a widely shared 
problem-solving approach to the refugee 
(see also Nyers in this issue).6 Like the 
approaches that Cox calls "problem 
solving," these approaches are formulated 
from the standpoint of one who would be 
at home and at one with prevailing 
relationships and institutions-in this case 
the institutions of the modern state system.

They project the subjectivity of one who 
would unquestioningly understand these 
institutions as, in Cox's words, "the given 
framework." Regarding these institutions 
as unproblematic, they display a readiness 
to do what Cox says problem-solving 
approaches do: they are oriented to make 
"particular relationships and institutions 
work 
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smoothly by dealing effectively with 
particular sources of trouble." 

These approaches comprehend the 
refugee event in terms articulated to the 
modemnotions of the sovereign territo- 
rial state and its proper counterparts, 
the citizen, and the domestic comrnu- 
nity. In problem-solving approaches, 
the refugee is defined as one who by 
virtue of some events of exclusion- 
events that are beyond the control of 
both the refugee and the state-lacks 
the citizen-subject's unproblematic 
grounding within the territorial space 
of a state and, so, lacks the state's effec- 
tive representation and protection. The 
term "refugee" refers, in short, to an 
aberration of the proper subjectivity of 
citizenship. And the problem of the refu- 
gee, manifesting a certain dysfunction 
in the nexus amongst the citizen, nation 
and the state, is attributed to the prolif- 
erationof events and circumstances that 
exceed the limits of effective action 
within the given framework, that is, the 
context of territorial states, thereby de- 
priving some people of the conditions 
and protections of citizenship. Probable 
solutions are then conceptualized in the 
emergence of international regimes, 
which, as vehicles of policy coordina- 
tion among states, might work to regi- 
ment aberrant circumstances and 
restore the normal order of citizen/na- 
tion/state hierarchy. So the efforts are 
oriented towards the taskof idenwing 
and remedying the causes of refugee 
movements. 

My purpose in pointing out this 
commonality within the diversity of 
approaches to refugees is not to dimin- 
ish their usefulness or value, for these 
approaches highlight the profound 
hardships that millions of refugees 
have to endure day in and day out. 
Rather, my purpose inhighlighting the 
prevalence of the problem-solving ap- 
proach to the question of the refugee is 
to establish something of a background 
against which it may be possible to un- 
derstand the place of critical perspec- 
tives on refugees that take the statist 
paradigmatic orientation to the task 
and lay bare its ontological-administra- 
tive imperatives that limit in the first 

It is possible to suggest that, for all 
their variety and creativity, problem- 
solving approaches do one thing in 
common with respect to the refugee: 
they render the refugee as a marginal 
figure of aberrance in relation to the in- 
stitutions, identities and subjectivities 
of the citizen/nation/state constella- 
tion, posited to be the categoricalsource 
of order and participatory politics in the 
world. The refugee is inscribed as one 
who is outside the fold of the state-in a 
"noneplace" where the refugee figures 
not only merely as marginal, but also 
without agency and, as one who is 
"agency-less," the refugee's salvation 
lies in efforts to bring him/her back to 
the fold of the stateby way of establish- 
ing his/her ties with the state either 
through repatriation or through reset- 
tlement. In all this, keeping with the 
posited state-centric ontology, the state 
and its counterparts, the citizen and the 
nation are posited as a priori subjects in 
relation to the refugee, as if they are al- 
most always and already firmly and 
permanently established in need uf no 
historical affirmation. 

In contrast with this ontological ori- 
entation, critical studies start by 
inverting the posited hierarchy to the 
practices that centre around the refugee. 
Arguing that the state and its constitu- 
tive parts, the nation and the citizen, are 
not historical givens in life but must be 
historically produced in and through 
statecraft, critical studies situate the 
refugee at theheart of the state, not out- 
side the state. Challenging the claim 
that the refugee is but a marginal figure 
inneed of salvation, critical studies start 
by awarding a centrality to the refugee 
in the "life of the state" as one of many 
modem subjects who is (made to work 
as) constitutive of the identities, rela- 
tions, and sub~ectivitiesof the state-cen- 
tric political community-the very 
communityinrelationtowhichtherefu- 
gee appears as an externality, an aber- 
rant figure, lacking the presumed 
qualities of citizens that make possible 
the community in the first place. 

Relatedly, critical studies argue that 
refugee experiences, save the experi- 

jects in the stateoriented temtorial or- 
der (say, for instance, the identities of 
the citizen), but are contemporaneous 
with them, and even constitutive of 
them. To use Edward Said's tenninol- 
ogy, they are "~ontrapunta1"~identities 
constructed in historical space in rela- 
tion with the identities of the citizen. 
Thus, the specific historically idealized 
figure of the refugee, one who is consid- 
ered outside the state, is never simply 
that, a refugee,but rather so i n scn i  or 
constructed in relation to the emergent 
identities of the presumably proper sub- 
ject of the state's universal order. 

These studies, in other words, claim 
that refugees are intimately and inextri- 
cably "internal" to the practices and 
processes by which the realities of the 
state-centric political community, its 
politics and its ethics, are articulated 
and empowered. They are central to the 
practices of modem statecraft by which 
the state's continued legitimacy and 
practical powers that are derived from 
that legitimacy are produced. 

This inversion of the hierarchy of 
subjectivities (from the marginality of 
the refugee to the centrality of the refu- 
gee) not cmly allows for the ascent of . 
studies that take to task the state-centric 
paradigm of the refugee and show its 
limits, but, in doing so, a h  opens new 
horizons for critical and productive re- 
flections on refugees-reflections that 
explore the complexities of refugee lives 
to warn of the dangers of refugee lives 
but also tocelebrate thepromisesofrefu- 
gee lives for novel ways of bang and 
becoming beyond statecentric cartog- 
raphies. 

Against the background of such an 
inversion, of suchacentralization of the 
refugee, it becomes possible to argue 
that thecausesofthecrisisof therefugee 
protection system are rooted in themod- 
ern state-systemitself, for regime activi- 
ties are orchestrated primarily to serve 
the interests of states and less the inter- 
ests of refugees. The statist epistemol- 
ogy that undergirds protection 
activities paradoxically and inevitably 
alsolimitsthereachandeffectivenessof 
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the activities. In just such a sense, Michael 
Dillon argues, for example, that in the 
regime of refugee protection, the existing 
legal community of states, which 
interprets the premises of the community 
for itself, may not apply them to itself, and 
may in fact choose to negate their practical 
force even as it ceremoniously celebrates 
them (see this issue). The community of 
states that makes the regime possible also 
establishes its limits. 

Beyond criticizing this statecentricity, 
the inversion makes it possible to study 
the state-centricity not from the standpoint 
of the state, but from the standpoint of the 
refugee. It makes possible, for instance, to 
see how, even in their vulnerabilities in an 
inter-state environment increasingly 
inhospitable to their plight, refugees are 
transversal, transformative subjects whose 
movements bear on multiple processes of 
life, 

including those processes by which the 
territorially bound, state-centric 
boundaries (real and imagined) of citi-
zenship, ethnicity (see Turner in this is-
sue), political community, welfare, 
humanitarianism, human rights, and 
democracy are defined and empowered. 

This issue seeks to highlight the con-
ditions of human displacement, both 
historically and in a contemporary sense, 
in terms of the extant and changing 
patterns of refugee experiences and the 
transformations in the nature and style of 
national and international responses to 
those experiences (see Warner and White 
in this issue). In all this, it starts with the 
refugee as one who can speak and be 
heard in spite of concerted statist limits 
imposed on her life horizons, limits which 
expose less the vulnerabilities of refugees 
and more the historical contingency of 
statism. II 
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Safe Places and U 
Immigration Act in the United Kingdom 

Allen White 

Abstract 

Over the last decadeanda halftheinter- 
national refugee rkgime,as enshrined by 
the 1951 Convention and 1967Protocol 
has come undersus taineda ttackin wes t- 
ern states. This is because of implicit as- 
sumptions about the universalism of the 
refugee identity and the rootedness of 
national identities by theframers, draft- 
ers and subsequen t cornmen tutors on in- 
ternational refugee law (see Malkki 
1992, and Hyndman 1998). Critical 
approaches to international refugee law 
have suferedfrom underdeveloped ideas 
about space and about the relationship 
between geography and law. In this paper 
I point to geographical and geopolitical 
assumptions and thinking that lies be- 
hind the passage and enforcement of ac- 
celerated asylum determination and 
appeal procedures in the United King- 
dom. I conclude by suggesting how the 
moral landscape of refugee and asylum 
law might be re-orien ted to stress connec- 
tions between the United Kingdom and 
persecuted and oppressed peoples rather 
than stress the protection of the UK's 
boundaries. 

Dans les quinze dernihes anntes, le rk- 
gime international des rtifu@s, p r h d  
par leconvention de 1951 et 1eProtocole 
de 1967, a fait l'objet d'attaques intensi- 
ves duns les ttats occiden taux. Cela tient 
ri un certain nombre de prises de parti 
implicites, dues aux lkgisla teurs initiaux 
et aux divers commen ta teurs ul thieurs 
des lois internationales sur les r ~ ~ s ,  
sur la question de l'universalitkde l'iden- 
titk de rtifugit et de l'enracinement des 

Allen White is a Ph.D, candidate in the Geography 
Division, Departrnentflntemational Studies, 
Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, 
UK, and Lecturer in Human Geography in St. 
David's University Lampeter, Univeisity of 
Wales, Ceredigion, Wales. 

identitbnationales (voirMalkki 1992 et 
Hyrtdman 1998). Les approches criti- 
ques des lois internationales en matihe 
de refuge ont muffart d'iddes ma1 klabo- 
rkes sur l'organisation de l'espace, et sur 
la relation qui s'ktablit entre@ographie 
et droit. Dans cet article j'attire l'atten- 
tion sur les ptises de parti et opinions de 
nature gkographique et gkopolitique qui 
sous- tenden t la mise en place et 1 'applica- 
tion des dkterminations acc4lhkes du 
droit d'asile et des proct?dures d'appel 
afhentes, au Royaume-Uni. le conclus 
en suggkrant de quellefagm ledispositif 
moral des lois sur les @@ks et le droit 
d'asile dmai t  &re rkorientkpourmieux 
rflkter les liens entre le Royaume-Uniet 
les peuples oppridset pers&utt!s,plut8t 
que de s'en tenir h une emphase sur la 
protection desfrontiW du Royaume- 
Uni. 

Introduction 

The establishment and development of 
a international legal regime designed 
specifically to protect refugees cannot 
be totally isolated from a description, 
however brief, of the conditions and cir- 
cumstances that lay behind its incep- 
tion. In a certain light this history is a 
central part of the history of the 20th 
century, and is part of the horrors and 
carnage of what has been described as 
the "most terrible century in Western 
history" (Berlin, quoted in Hobsbawm 
1994). Most commentators place the 
emergence of a recognizable "refugee 
problem" in the rise of nationalism at 
the end of the nineteenth century and 
especially in the first decades if the 20th 
century (see Marrus 1985, Loescher 
1993, and Joly 1996). The consolidation 
of new and emerging nation-states re- 
quired the rewriting of "community" 
and "belongingw around ideas of na- 
tional unity on ethnic, religious and 
cultural grounds, these emerging na- 
tionalisms included and excluded spe- 

cific populations in particular territo- 
ries. The political map of the world 
changed from a premodern "riot of di- 
verse points of colour . . . such that no 
clear pattern can be discerned in any 
detail" to a modem map of "little shad- 
ing; neat flat surfaces . . . there is very 
little, if any ambiguity or overlap" 
(Gellner, 1983 quoted in Malklci 1992). 
In the first half of the 20th century refu- 
gees emerged as a relatively new inter- 
national problem, caught between 
nation states that rejected them and 
states that would not accept them 
(Marrus 1985; Loescher 1993). At the 
end of the both world wars millions of 
people were homeless, stateless and 
deprived of their human rights, this had 
never been seen before (Marrus 1985; 
Loescher 1993). The international re- 
sponse to these stateless and rightless 
people was created and constructed in 
thecontext of these assumptions about 
citizenship, sovereignty and thenatim- 
state. 

The details of specific national myth 
building and the many different 
unfoldings of these nationalisms are 
not really the central or principal con- 
cerns to Ws paper, instead we should 
acknowledge that these processes form 
the backdrop to the establishment and 
development of the international legal 
refugee r6gime in the 20th century. 
Xenos (1993) writes for these reasons 
the refugeeis the "modern political con- 
dition," a sentiment that echoes 
Arendt's more passionate description 
of modem refugees who 

unlike their happier predecessors in 
the religious wars, were welcomed 
nowhere and could be assimilated 
nowhere. Once they had left their 
homeland they remained homeless, 
once they had left their state they 
became stateless; once they had been 
deprived of their human rights they 
were rightless, the scum of the earth. 
(Arendt 1%7,267) 
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Underlying assumptions in interna- 
tional refugee law that cbdm the world 
can be easily divided into discreet units 
of sovereign states are not especially 
surprising given the common-sense 
practice of rooting pattieular peoples to 
particular places in Western political 
thought and culture and the ubiquity of 
territorialized concepts in everyday 
(and academic) language-"native 
soils," "homeland," "land" and "moth- 
erland" arecasesin point (Mallcki 1992). 
Naturalizing and botanid metaphors 
have been mobilized throughout his- 
tory to conceive the relations between a 
"people" and a "place" producing a 
"sedentrisim rooting people to places 
(ibid.). This is not an inert process; it 
actively pathologizes the displaced. 
Refugees, lacking a bodily connection 
to national territories,have been treated 
as having a lack of moral bearings 
(ibid.). This is most obvious in the post- 
war literattllPanrefugeeshmvevermod- 
ern refugee studies and international 
refugeelaw still construct refugees as a 
"problem," marginahin8 other and 
alternative refugee identities (ibid.). 

We can argue then that the construc- 
tion and framing of international refu- 
gee law depends on conceptions of a 
word divided into fixed units of sover- 
eign states that peoples' identities are 
built within. International refugee law 
is stilted because it cannot take into ac- 
m t  more open smd fluid redugee iden- 
titiesbecause the refugee identity itself 
was patholgized in the immediate post 
war period. To be a refugeie one must 
have suffered persecution, this persecu- 
tion takes a highly specific form (based 
on ideological priorities of the West in 
the Cold War) there is no spqce in inter- 
national refugee law to recognize less 
fixed and sedentary identities as legiti- 
mate refugees. Thus environmental 
refugees, female refugees or other 
groups of refugees are "written out" of 
the Geneva Convention. Through root- 
ing refugee identities within these fixed 
ideas about the nation, identity and 
place international refugee law allows 
national asylum and immigration laws 
to "silence8' these refugee identities. 
Legitimate refugee identities and narra- 

tives, at a stroke are deemed "bogus" or 
"non-Convention" refugees. 

Another consequence of conceptual- 
izing the world as divided into autono- 
mous and sovereign states, is that 
international refugee law, and byexten- 
sion international human rights law, is 
seen as means of delimiting state sover- 
eignty (Malkki 1992; Hathaway 1991; 
andGoodwMilll983). The 1951 Con- 
vention guarantees refugees the right to 
seek asylum in signatory states but un- 
der international law it is an optional 
right of each state to grant or refuse asy- 
lum (Macdonald and Blake 1991; see 
also Lambert 1995). Thus, although it 
holds considerable symbolic power, the 
1951 Convention does not explicitly 
cha3lenge any signatory state's discre- 
tionary right to grant asylum 
(Macdonald and Blake 1991). The only 
obligation on states expressed in the 
Convention is contained in Article 33 
which expressly forbids states from for- 
cibly returning asylum-seekers to 
states, where they may face persecution, 
subject to certain conditions specified 
under the Convention. This principle of 
non-refouhent has evolved into a rule 
of customary law and has exposed ten- 
sions between aims and objectives of 
international and national legal sys- 
tems such that: 

&.the one hand, a State may choose 
to ensure compliance with its inter- 
mtional obligations in various ways: 
there is no international requirement 
that thescope of these obligations be 
justicable in the State's own courts 
and tribunals. On the other hand a 
State is not entitled to rely on its do- 
mestic law to avoid its international 
res~onsibilities. and thus if decisions 
on ihose respo&ibilities are made by 
the executive government, it is the 
executive gov&nment which must 
ensure that the international law ar- 
guments are adequately dealt with. 
(Crawford and Hyndman 1989,157) 

Thus international refugee and hu- 
man rights law act as humanitarian 
benchmarks for domestic legislation, 
while in practice state law is used to 
govern a international human rights 
~~e by states who see themselves as 
self-governing (Hathaway 1991). There 
is recognition that the universal human- 

ist rhetoric of the original Geneva Con- 
vention is flawed (see Greatbach, 1989; 
Crawley 1997; and Crawford and 
Hyndman 1989). Indeed the autono- 
mous neutral and sovereign subject of 
humanism has been "widely accepted 
. . . [as] a fiction" (Gregory 1994, 265, 
quoted in Hyndman 1998,246). Many of 
these commentators seek to mobilize 
fresh interpretations of the Geneva Con- 
vention as part of a continuing project of 
using international refugee law as an 
exclusive site of struggle for promoting 
human rights around the world (and 
particularly in Western states) (Harvey 
1997a). However this universalist hu- 
manitarianism that the Geneva Con- 
vention refugee definition and 
international refugee law is based upon 
acts to undermine the effective protec- 
tion that international refugee law can 
promise refugees because it masks the 
unequal relations between states and 
groups of people-illegal immigrants, 
asylum seekers, economic migrants etc. 
(Hyndman 1998). 

There are then at least two ways 
(pathologizing displacement and a 
universalist humanitarianism) in 
which implicit and explicit assump- 
tions and discouses have informed and 
constructed an international legal refu- 
gee regime that effectively works 
against the role that international refu- 
gee law sees itself playing. The absence 
of any tradition of explicit criticism from 
within refugee law is noteworthy- 
Harvey (1997a, 507) has commented 
that there is a sense that refugee law is 
"intrinsically critical." Tuitt (1996) has 
made aconvincing case that refugee law 
actively functions to bar many of those 
whoneed protection and refugee status. 
Using refugee law she argues that the 
west has consistently prioritizing the 
reduction of the external costs of refugee 
movements (ibid.). Refugee law reduces 
the definition of a refugee to include only 
very few applicants; refugee law shifts 
the burden to first asylum countries 
(who are often in no position to deal 
with large populations of refugees); 
refugee law emphasizes movement 
across international borders as a pri- 
mary requirement of refugee identity 
containing the sick, the old, the young 



and rnargmalhd within the perseaat- 
ing state (ibid.). Inequality kt built into 
and part of the refugee definition and the 
international legal rkgime. 

Tuitt's approach is strongest when 
directed at the inequalities and biases of 
the international legal Agime. However 
her arguments become less original as 
the analysis turns to the UK's domestic 
asylum and immigration legislation. A 
more sophisticated conception of space 
in an analysis of refugee law might help 
reveal potentially emandpatory reflec- 
tions on refugee law. A detailed analy- 
sis would reveal the geo-political 
assumptions and thinking that under- 
pin the enactment and passage of asy- 
lum legislation in particular contexts. A 
detailed case study would also reveal 
the geographical and geopolitical 
thinking and biases that structure and 
inform practices in decision making 
and enforcement in particular places. 
Finally a casestudy may help lead us to 
certain conclusions about how regula- 
tions and the law are formed and 
practiced and how they might be re- 
formed in different ways to producedif- 
ferent conclusions and determinations 
of asylum cases. 

With these points in mind I will see if 
looking at the UK's Asylum and Immi- 
gration legislation can help reveal how 
geographical and geo-political as- 
sumptions about social, political and 
economic realities have structured 
present legislation and practices. 
Firstly, however we need to examine the 
connections between geography and 
law. 

Geography and Law- 
Interpretative Communities 

There are progressive perspectives on 
law, informed by critical social theory 
and critical legal studies, that actively 
address the links between geography 
and law. The relationship between ge- 
ography (meaning here in its broad 
sense--context) and law (acontextual) 
is inherently unstable, as Pue (1990) 
argues geography is by its very nature 
insurrectionary to the hegemonic view 
of law. The 1990s has seen a growing 
awareness about the relationship be- 
tween geography and law (Urban Geog- 

~ l o m l e ~  and  lark 1990; ~ l o m l e ~  1994; 
Chouinard 1994; Delaney 1998; and 
Cooper 1998). This interest inestablish- 
ing and pursuing connections does 
originate from within both disciplines, 
although geographers have talcenmore 
interest in law and legal issues than 
lawyers and legal exerts have in geogra- 
phy (Pue 1990). There is no one domi- 
nant consensus over the ways in which 
law and geography interact, indeed 
there are almost as many different ap- 
proaches as there are researchers inthe 
area, which is, if anything a sign of the 
novelty of this area of research. The re- 
cent theoretical approaches and analy- 
ses have in common an expansion of 
ideas about the relationship between 
the legal and the geographical beyond 
the narrowly defined model of "impact 
analysis" of a law onto a static spatial 
structure e.g. the housing structure. In- 
stead, adopting critical legal perspec- 
tives has lead some to argue that law is 
"an open textured arena of discourse" 
which conditions the way in which we 
conceive of social life (Blomley 1992, 
238). Side stepping positivist critiques 
of such an interpretative analysis of law 
Clark argues that interpretation itself is 
a social act and a practice organized 
around shared social rules and codes of 
behaviour in particular spatial and so- 
cial contexts (Clark 1989). Thus law is 
essentially an interpretative process 
that takes place in particular interpreta- 
tive communities and contexts, for ex- 
ample government, the courts or the 
legislative. 
So we can try and use these theoreti- 

cal insights to reveal the unacknowl- 
edged discourses, assumptions and 
truth claims behind asylum law in the 
United Kingdom, and how these struc- 
ture the ways in which asylum seeking 
is understood and viewed by policy 
makers. I am going to highlight two 
ways in which the system for asylum 
claims and appeals as laid out in the 
UK's Asylum and Immigration Act (19%) 
are based upon particular geographies 
and ideas about space. The parts of the 
acts I shall be looking at in detail are the 
accelerated procedures as set out by a) 

The Short Procedure and Won 
One White List Cases 

As the name implies the Short Proce- 
dure shortens the length of time taken 
over asylum applications and is aimed 
at accelerating the initial determination 
of claims for asyluni. Section One of the 
19% Asylum and Immigration Act is an- 
other example of accelerated proce- 
durestomavecaseslquicklythnrughthe 
asylum system, d i k e  theshort Proce- 
dure, Section One is aimed at accelerat- 
ing post decision appeal procedures of 
challenge and review.TheShortProce- 
dure was a Home Office policy shift and 
requirednolegislativechanges. Section 
One *eel to accelerate the appeals 
procedure which had been outlined in 
the previous 1993 Asylum and Immigm- 
tion Appeals Act (1943). Thischange then 
required primary !egislation, Section 
One is part of the 1996Asylumand Immi- 
p t ion Act, For a the, over 1995 and 
19%, accelerated procedures were in- 
troduced for pre- and post- 
determinations of dsylum claims in the 
Unitedm$dom. 

The Short Procdure 
Prior to the introduction of the Short 
Procedure the standard (London based) 
procedurefor dealing with asylum ap- 
plications made frdm within the United 
Kingdom was to go to the Asylum 
Screening Unit (A!%') at Lunar House in 
Croydon. There the asylumseeker was 
given a Self Completed Questionnaire 
(SCQ) on Ihis/her asylum claim-re- 
turnable within 28 days. The applicant 
was given advancd warning of the asy- 
lumintervlew, and representations and 
evidencecouldbepresentedtotheHame 
Office up until thedecisioit to accept or 
reject the asylum claim was made. 
This arrangement changed under 

theShortProcedure.Underthenewpro- 
cedures the asylum seeker is not given a 
SCQ, the intenriew is held on the stme 
day as the initial claim to the ASU, fur- 
ther representations and evidencemust 
be presented tothe Hame Offhover the 
next 5 working days and a decision is 
made within3 weeks (Jagmohan 19%). 
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Short Procedure iqbrviews are shorter 
and less detailed than other interviews 
and suffer from a rangeof problems that 
typify asylum intetviews; the chrond- 
ogy of the i n m w  is6ackwards;trans- 
lation and interpretatians can be 
inaccurate; the asylum seeker is often 
exhausted after a l m  and tiring jour- 
ney; the interview is the main source of 
information for the asylum claim a fact 
that the asy1umsee@rmaynotbeaware 
of (Refugee Legal Centre 1997a). Often 
the procedures are indeed "short," 
proper representation in interviews ig 
importantbut imp@blebgcause inter- 
views are o h  hew on the same day as 
the initial asylum dam, this can disori- 
ent asylum s d c e t ~  aagmohan 1996). 
Under the Short Pmcedurearsylumseek- 
ers are coerced intaasylum interviews, 
which are usually W sole wcasion for 
telling their story, withouq any allow- 
ance made for trautpa, fa-, distress, 
confusion and unfiamiliarity with the 
asylumproceclures@kfugee LegalCen- 
tre 1997a). Whenhe at the port of entry 
the Short Procedure inkrviews are car- 
ried out by -ation odficers who 
have no specialized training in asylum 
law and the political and social situa- 
tion of other coun 'es. In addition the 
place and site of a intervi~w itself, in 
airports or ferry ports can be threaten- 
ingenvironments. 
The Home Officae has argued that if 

asylum interviews take place immedi- 
ately after the initial claim for asylum 
the asylum seeker's memory of events 
will be fresher (Jagmohan 1996). This 
rationale fundamentally misunder- 
stands the nature of asylllm claims. 
Asylum claims are rarely the result of 
particularpereaution eventsi, claims are 
more usually madq after many events, 
often years of incrqmental acts of har- 
assment, ~ t i m a n d p e r ~ e c u -  
tion (ibid.). Home Office thrnking is 
illustrated during We interview when 
asylum seekers are asked, "What par- 
ticular event caused you to leave your 
country" after coveting travel and fam- 
ily details (ibid.). 4 question like this, 
that prompts the r+spon&nt to high- 
light a single event oreventa, is an inap 
propate means of drawing the full 
details about an as*um claim. In many 

cases follow up questions may not be 
asked, asylum seekers (without good 
representation) have no indication of 
the level of detail required to success- 
fully claim asylum and may (reason- 
ably) assume that details arenot needed 
as the interviewing officer hasn't asked 
for them (ibid.). 

TheHomeOffice, whenmovingpeo- 
ple through the Short Procedure, implic- 
itly acknowledges the need for advice 
for asylum seekers by giving them, be- 
fore their interview, a leaflet entitled 
Information about Your Asylum Claim 
aagrnohan 19%). However the infor- 
mation contained in the leaflet is far 
fromsatisfadory.Thereisnomentionof 
the 1951 Convention definition, the cri- 
teria for being recognized a refugee, asy- 
lum seekers are told to give details of 
harassment and detention and not to 
give general country descriptions as 
theix interviewing officer willbe famil- 
iar with the situation in their home 
country -often not the case (ibid.). The 
leaflet fails to mention the right to an 
interpreter, to a copy of the interview 
notes and the procedure for submitting 
medical evidence, in sum the leaflet, 
published only in English, falls short of 
the advice available from a competent 
representative in a situation when cir- 
cumstances can ad  to deny the presence 
of a representative (ibid.). 

In May 1995 the Home Office intro- 
duced a pilot short procedure scheme to 
accelerate determinations of asylum 
claims from thenationals of eight coun- 
tries, covering asylum claims whether 
they were made on entry or in country. 
Those countries were: Ghana, Nigeria, 
Uganda, India, Pakistan, Romania, Po- 
land and Sri Lanka. 

Reservations about the pilot scheme 
were voiced, on its introduction the 
Asylum Rights Campaign protested 
that the scheme would "impair the abil- 
ity af a genuine refugee to properly rep- 
resent his or her testimony" (ibid., 1). 

All applications for asylum deter- 
mined under the pilot Short Procedure 
were rejected, the scheme was declared 
a success by the Home Office and was 
expanded to include another 28 coun- 
tries It covers asylum claimsfrom all 
countries bar a selected few and those 

specific cases that, at the Home Office's 
discretion, could be considered 
substantively. The countries that are 
exempt are: Iraq, Afghanistan, Iran, 
Libya, Gulf States (bar Kuwait), Soma- 
lia, Liberia, Bosnia, Rwanda, Croatia, 
former Yugoslavia and Palestine (ibid.). 

However exactly how the Home Of- 
fice assessed the success of the pilot 
scheme remains amystery to outsiders- 
there were no external assessments of 
the interviews held or of decisionsmade 

I 

by the Home Office, there were also no .. 
consultations with asylum seekers put 
through the scheme. The Home Office 
pointed tothe 100percent refusal rate as 
evidence that the scheme properly pin- 
pointed fraudulent claims and ex- 
panded the scheme before any appeals 
to these refusals were heard (ibid.). It is 
likely that the scheme would havebeen 
expanded regardless of the findings of 
any report. 

Section One White List Cases 

Section One of the 1996 Asylum and Im- 
migration Act sought to establish the cri- 
teria whereby claims could be certified 
as bogus or without foundation after 
consideration by the Home Office. An 
asylum claim rejected and certified un- 
der Section One is put into an acceler- 
ated appeals procedure: asylum seekers 
were only given two days to lodge an 
appeal after a rejection; appeals could 
only be taken to the Speaal Adjudicator 
level with no further appeal allowed; 
adjournment rules were tightened; and 
the Special Adjudicators rulings had to 
be ready within 10 days (Harvey 1997a). 
Invariably questions were raised about 
the UK's commitment to efficient admin- 
istration at the expense of competent 
adjudication. 

The drawing up of a "white list" of 
countries where the Secretary of State 
has determined that there is "in general 
no serious risk of persecution" raised 
some of the loudest objections. The 
countries named were Bulgaria, India, 
Cyprus, Pakistan, Ghana, Poland and 
Romania (Young 1997). The only cred- 
ible interpretation of this "whitelist" of 
countries is that the nationality and 
origin of the asylum seeker automati- 
cally precludes the application from 
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being genuine which raises questkm 
about the commitment of the United 
Kingdom to individualized considera- 
tion of asylum claims (Refugee Legal 
Centre 1997a; and Harvey 199%). 

Section One certificates are also is- 
sued in cases that do not raise 1951 
Convention grounds for persecution, 
where the Home Office considers the 
case to be "unfounded or frivolous" or 
where the asylum seeker has failed to 
either produce proper documentation 
or to have given a valid explanation for 
not producing proper documentation 
(Harvey 199%). Clearly these are ex- 
tremely wide grounds for restricting 
appeal rightsbut the rationale for certi- 
fying cases under Section One that has 
raised the most objection has been the 
"white list" of safe countries (Young 
1997). 

Used in conjunction the Short Proce- 
dure and Section One can mean that an 
asylum application from country X (for 
example Romania) is put through an 
accelerated determination procedure, 
the claim is viewed as unfounded, certi- 
fied under Section One of the 1996 act 
and put through accelerated appeal 
procedures, reducing an appeal's 
chance to overturn the refusal,.so fewer 
cases are granted asylum (Jagmohan 
1996). 

Legal Geographies 

A sigruficant detail about the introduc- 
tion of the Short Procedure and Sedion 
One of the 1996 Act is that both are de- 
pendent on particular assumptions 
about "persecution," politics and hu- 
man rights in the world. Both are based 
on some kind of assessment of different 
parts of the world, dividing the world 
intol'safe and unsafe" places, countries 
and regions, In other words the Short 
Procedureand Sectionone arebased on 
specific political geographies organ- 
ized and defined by the Home Office. 

For the Short Procedure the produc- 
tion of these country lists was secret and 
not debated in public. The Home Office 
has so far refused to explicitly state why 
some countries were added and others 
taken off, except to state that the Short 
Procedure exists independently of the 
"White list" of safe countries. Clearly 

thm@ a 
rok-dw Indu8ion of same countde 
(e.g., Algeria) and the omission of par- 
ticular countries (e.g., Iraq) from the 
Short Procedure shows an awareness of 
political sensitivities rather than any 
firm commitments to protection from 
human rights abuses (Jagmohan 1996). 
This is not just about particular foreign 
policy imperatives-Sri Lanka was in- 
cluded on the original list for inclusion 
into Pilot Short Procedure scheme-it 
was withdrawn after a government as- 
sault on the Jaffna peninsula increased 
Westem media attention on the civil 
war that has been ongoing for many 
years (ibid.). 

Because the introduction of Section 
One and theuse of a'lwhite list" of coun- 
tries presumed safe required the intro- 
duction of legislation the construction 
of this legislation was debated in the 
Houses of Parliament. These debates 
have beenexmninedelsewhere toreveal 
how they centred on the criteria for as- 
sessing and categorizing particular 
countries as safe or unsafe, which in 
turn depended on the deployment of 
politically constructed ideas about the 
geography of human rights (Young 
1997). 

The debates about this part of the act 
centred on the criteria for determining if 
a country there is "in general no serious 
risk" in particular countries. They in- 
clude: the stability of the country; state 
adherence to international human 
rights; the presence of democratic insti- 
tutions and the media; the availability 
of legal avenues for protection. Thus a 
country is designated onto or of the 
"white list" once the "reality" of its 
socio-political characteristics were 
evaluated (ibid.). The evaluations of 
these different "realities" werebased on 
a number of different assumptions. 
Firstly, the specific socio-political reali- 
ties for particular countries was as- 
sumed toexist for all people at all times 
in each country, ignoring the specific 
situations and positions of minority 
populations. Secondly, regional dis- 
parities in persecution that may be re- 
lated to ethnic or religious affiliations 
were also ignored. Thirdly, different 
and contradictory "realities" were mo- 

a g ~ t t h e i a c ~ a f ~ c ~  
tries onto the white Ust. 

In effect, then, the introduction of the 
Section One White List has seen the 
deployment and mobilization of spe- 
cific geographical and geo-political 
knowledge's about different countries 
in an effort to evaluate and assess social 
political redties ineach country (ibid.). 
Realities that are held to apply to all 
people in all parts of societies and 
across all parts of particular states 
(ibid.). Inshost then implicit andexplicit 
geopolitical knowledges and geo- 
graphical discourse$ about the nature 
and development of; civil and political 
society in different societies and con- 
texts across the world were mobilized 
over 1995-19% to introduce a range of 
accelerated procedures. 

Conclusion 
To conclude, we can place the introduc- 
tion of recent asylumlegislation and the 
construction and organization of the 
asylum detehninatim and appeals pro- 
cedures in ideas about the "moral land- 
scape" of refugee and asylumlaw in the 
United Kingdom. Recognizing persecu- 
tion and offering safe haven from perse- 
cution constructs thk world into "safe" 
places (states) and "unsafe" places 
(states) and the legu texts that do this 
are interconnected with other complex 
linguistic and cultural representations 
of the nation state, morality and power, 
producing a moral Mdscape of asylum 
(Kobayashi 1995). 'We" are a morally 
good nation when we accept "the perse- 
cuted" and do not "persecute" others 
(ibid.). Refugee law and the establish- 
mentof asylwnproceduresarepartof a 
whole series of lmpstic representa- 
tions and cultural kctivities that help 
define the moral authority and sover- 
eignty of modemstBtes (ibid.). 'Ihus the 
United Kingdom, because it is a 
"moral," "good" m d  "democratic" 
state, offers "sanctuary" to victims of 
persecution from "limmod," "ilkgiti- 
mate" and "despotic" dgimes. This 
moral landscape, most obviously asso- 
ciated with the ceftarinties of the Cold 
War, in the poet Cold War 1990s is itself 
being i;nvaiied,by "illegal immigrants" 
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and "hordes of bqgus applicants" who 
wish to abuse the United Kingdom's 
"proud tradition" of offering asylum. 
You rmght notice that the debate, such 
as it is, is more W l y  to concentrate on 
asylum seekers as opposed to asylum 
itself. 

When examirwd in a critical light 
and in any detail this m o d  landscape 
of refugee law in W UniW lhgdom 
crumbles. Intematiodrefugeelaw has 
beenconstrudedalnd~i$nedtoreflect 
Western interesQ and s- its incep 
tion has sought $0 cater for Western 
Europe's geo-po19tical interests (Tuitt 
1996). The intewtional legal rdgime's 
"inkrnational/h~unanitet.ian'~ ethos 
hasbeentherneqsandW?endsof this 
process, dismiss&g rival concepti0118 
of the refugee while at the same time 
legitimizing Westem intewts through 
the universalism of the "international/ 
humanitarian" ethic (Tuitt 1995). The 
1951 Convention definition has re- 
placed all other pteexisting and com- 
peting defini- of the refugee-the 
Convention defiqition has fossilized a 
parhal definition of the wfugee (Tuitt 
1996). 

Through this asylum law in the 
United KMgdom has acted as amedium 
and context for the contrsldion of the 
refugee identity through acombination 
of the restriction qf refugqe rights and 
the exercising 04 state power in an 
asylumdeterminqtion system that sys- 
tematically "0thop.s" and humiliates 
asylum seelrers and refugees (Paliwala 
1995; for a Canrdian erample see 
Kobayashi 1995). This sysitematic and 
oppressive rewritiqtg of refugee and asy- 
lum seeker's righlts is not inevitable, 
however. The law h alsoactmi, or has 
at least held the potemtial to act, in 
ntrancipatory waysi and can a d  in ways 
to perpetuate and also signifwantly to 
challenge " lived relations of oppres- 
sion" (Chouinard 1994, 430). As an 
example an Immipation Appeals Tri- 
bunal hearing rlpled on an appeal 
lodged by two Albianians from Kosovo 
that breaches of specific fundamental 
human rights amounted to persecution 
by the Serbian so&, linking the 1951 
Convention with IqternatiamaI Human 
Rights legislation in a -8 that pro- 

vided a new analysis of the meaning of 
persecution in British law (Refugee Le- 
gal Centre 199%). The adjudication of 
cases of asylum has represented an im- 
portant space where, occasionally sig- 
nificant legal victories have provided a 
context where rights for asylum seekers 
canbe defended and sometimes gained. 
A sl@cant example of this is the rec- 
ognition of gender based persecution in 
Canadian Immigration Law after a 
number of successful appeals to asylum 
refusals were argued before the Imrni- 
p t i o n  Appeals Board, aruling that has 
important implications for interna- 
tional law (Kobayashi 1995) 

Asylum law acts is an important 
agent in the complex web of discourses 
that define and express the moral land- 
scape of the nation, law is intimately 
involved with questions with what is 
good or bad for society, it isnot always 
about punishing wrongdoing. There is 
no reason why laws as moral dis- 
courses cannot be utilized to make con- 
nections between the United Kingdom 
and marginalized and persecuted peo- 
ple, rather than establish the bounda- 
ries and borders of a sovereign state. 
This might be based on ideas about ge- 
ography and asylum, the inversion of 
the Short Procedure and the White List. 
Geo-political representations may be 
employed to target and highlight asy- 
lum claims from specific countries, or 
from particular parts of different coun- 
tries as urgent and in need of attention. 
The moral locus of refugee law and its 
interpretation canbe related to specific 
circumstances in particular places. In 
other words, refugee law can (poten- 
tially) be mobilized to make a connec- 
tionbetween principles of social justice 
in areas of UK law (for example in rul- 
ings in Industrial Tribunals), with im- 
portant developments in asylum 
jurisprudence in other countries and 
the social and political conditions in 
other parts of the world. This would 
require a re-writing of the social and 
political realities that have been alluded 
to, a project in which geography could 
play an important role. 

A re-writing of the moral landscape 
of asylum law in the United Kingdom 
would also dispel the myth that flows of 

asylum seekers and refugees are some- 
thing that "just happens" to the United 
Kingdom (and other western states). In 
many cases western countries have 
played important parts in the creation 
of the social and political circumstances 
whereby people are persecuted and 
forced into fleeing their homes. For ex- 
ample the UK's arms trade to Sri Lanka, 
or the European Union's promotion of 
the ethnically divisive Vance-Owen 
peace plan in the Bosnian conflict (see 
also Black 1996). 

Although I am describing a culture 
change in Home Office practice from a 
culture of disbelief to a culture of belief 
this could have beneficial effects on the 
present asylum system. Shortening the 
procedures to protect in specific cases 
would a) reduce appeals b) reduce costs 
as system would not be so overloaded 
during determinations and appeals 
and c) abusive cases could be given ex- 
tra attention and dismissed. A recogni- 
tion of the complex geographies of 
persecution and oppression across the 
globe would, at least, point out the prob- 
lems of the universalist humanitarian- 
ism built into the present asylum 
determination system as well as ac- 
knowledge that different people and 
different groups are placed in unequal 
relation to each other. 
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Refhgees, UNHCR and Human Rights: 
Current Dilemmas of Conflicting Mandates 

I Daniel Warner 

Therecontirpues to&m inclrsase in con- 

human rights. Tke#nt of view taken is 
that the speciwty the refugee situa- 
tion is different frCmt normal human 
rights CMICWS~ at# the mdusion is 

and their particular 'fmtion. UNHCR 
would do well to )$ws on its limited 
mandate rather tha including refugees 
within the h u m n  &hts rkshne. 
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lequel la #c@cite' de la situation des 
r@@s est d@mte des probMs ha- 
bit& dedroits humains. La conclusion 
est que I'inclusion de la question des rd- 
&gzt?s dans un dispositif@ulden ter- 
ms de droits humains risque d'affaiblir 
la protection des rt?jkgiLs dans les faits. 
Ainsi, nous propoms que, en de i t  du 
fait que les droits humains en soS et par 
eux& nepeuventpas faire l'objetde 
la moindre objection, I'inclusion du re- 
fugedans lecadred'un rdgimedesdroits 
humains risque d'affaiblir de @to les 
types de protec tions particuliEres requi- 
sespour les ~~ dans leurs situations 
~ ~ s .  LeHCR@ait biendeconcen- 
trer son atten tion sur son mandat dtroit, 
plut6t que de se lancer dans l'aventure 
d'une inclusion du refugesous le rdgime 
des droits humains. 

In spite of the fad that many efforts have 
been and are being made to show the 
complementarity of human rights and 
refugee protection,' I would like to de- 
velop an alternate position to indicate 
where Ibelieve there are major pmblems 
in their relationship. The reason for this 
analysis is that I believe that imprecise 
conceptual frameworks lead to impre- 
cise operational mandates that can 
cauae seriousconfusionon the ground. 
In the last 7 years, the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR) has had enormous success in 
terms of expansion of budget and man- 
date. It is now the time to re-examine 
many of the activities of UNHCR, and 
the relationship between human rights, 
refugees and UNHCR is a most appro- 
priate venue for one aspect of that exer- 
cise. 

My argument will be in three parts. 
First, I would like to briefly mention the 
skandard phrases used to indicate the 
relationship between refugees and hu- 
man rights. Then, I would like to analyze 
those phrases to show where and why 
theygrexnbhkea Finally,basedan that 

analysis, I will offer a different line of 
reasoning and develop its operational 
implications. 

The core international instrument 
describing the rights of refugees, the 
1951 Convention Relating to the Status of 
Refugees, says in its first preambular 
paragraph that it is derived from the UN 
Charter and the Universal Declaration. 
Article 14 of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights says that: "Everyone has 
the right to seek and to enjoy in other 
countries asylum from persecution." 
That is the basic human right central to 
the refugee r6girne. One can thus easily 
establish a hierarchy with the UN Char- 
ter and Universal Declaration as the 
overarching structures within which 
the refugee r6gime exists. That is, within 
the general framework of the UN Char- 
ter and the Universal Declaration refu- 
gees a n  specrfically referred to in Article 
14 of the Declaration and the 1951 Con- 
vention. 

More specifically, in a recent internal 
policy paper by UNHCR, it was noted 
that: "Refugees are, by detention, vic- 
tims of human rights ~iolations."~ The 
paper went on to say that: "UNkICR, as 
the principal UN agency which is 
tasked with providing protection to 
refugees, has a globalmandate to ensure 
that the human rights of this distinct 
group of beneficiaries are ~pheld."~ The 
basic policy consideration of this analy- 
sis is that protection work for refugees is 
in essence human rights work onbehalf 
of a specific category. This position is 
consistent with the hierarchy men- 
tioned above in that refugee protection 
is within the human rights domain but 
targeted to a specific group. 

In a speech to a recent Executive Com- 
mittee meeting of UNHCR, the UNHigh 
Commissioner for Human Rights, Mary 
Robinson, confirmed this hierarchy 
when she said that 
Human rights are deeply conneded 
to the problem of refugees: first and 



foremost because human rights vio- 
lations often represent the root 
causes of refugee flows and, sec- 
ondly, because the problem of refu- 
gees can be properly managed and 
effectively solved only through an 
improvement in the standards of 
protection of human rights. In this 
regard, I completely share the High 
Commissioner's opinion that refu- 
gee protection should be considered 
within the broader framework of 
international human rights? 

What does this all mean? Beside the 
obvious hierarchical positioning, what 
is the exact nature of the relationship? 
The refugee is a specific category of peo- 
ple within the global consideration of 
human rights. That is, since human 
rights applies to all people, refugees, as 
people, are obviously coveredby human 
rights norms. That much is obvious. 
Next, since refugees are victims of hu- 
man rights abuses, they merit special 
attention in different situations along 
the humanitarian continuum: averting 
refugee flows, allowing people the right 
to flee or seek asylum from persecution, 
guaranteeing rights in camps, and help 
ing return to home, integrating into the 
country of asylum, or resettling in a 
third country. That much is clear from 
Mrs. Robinson's comment. 
All this is well and good and sounds 

just fine, but it lacks a clear level-of- 
analysis basis. The major problem is the 
incapacity of the two High Commis- 
sioners to define the situationof the refu- 
gee, to understand the specificity of the 
refugee behind the legalism of the refu- 
gee definition and broad generaliza- 
tions about human rights leading to 
calls for cooperation. What happens 
along the humanitarian continuum to 
make the refugee a specific category? 
From the High Commissioner for Hu- 
man Rights perspective, this lack of clar- 
ity is politically understandable-after 
all, one does not want to exclude a given 
category of persons from under her 
umbrella because of overly specific cat- 
egorization. From UNHCR's perspec- 
tive, by contrast, this lack of clarity is 
dangerous because it weakens the very 
focus of what the organization is s u p  
posed tobe doing. As with many things 

*gow.cEt-todsya 
mandate continues tobe wa 
with refugees the unwitting victims. The 
danger we are calling attention to is that 
the lack of clarity by UNHCR in its rela- 
tionship to human rights h a t e n s  its 
operationaleffectiveness. 

What is the nature of the level-of- 
analysis problem that worries us? The 
problem is locating the refugee within a 
specific set of circumstances located 
within time and place. In essence, the 
problem is the lack of focus by UMCR 
on the "refugeeness" (specificity) of the 
refugee. Temporally,refugees have been 
the victims of an upheaval. The cause of 
refugee flows is not just any human 
rights abuse, it is a fundamental sus- 
pension of accepted practice. In this 
sense, the refugee is in between the nor- 
mal functioning of society and a new, 
stable situation, whether it be once the 
conflict in country of origin has settled 
down, or somewhere else where settle- 
ment indqpty canbe assured. The refu- 
gee represents a si@cant temporal 
rift? a radical discontinuity with the 
past. All people are of concern to the 
human rights thisgime, refugees are in a 
legal limbo. Refugees are neither mem- 
bers of a stable, originalcommunity nor 
a k  they stable members of a new @om- 
munity. 

And, because the refugee isavictimof 
this radical discontinuity and in limbo, 
the refugee has the spatial problem of 
finding a place and legal protection be- 
cause of the upheaval and uprooting. 
The refugee needs both physical and 
legal protection from the given situa- 
tion. In this sense, UNHCR and its pro- 
tection regime takes the place of a 
government during the temporal rift 
until a specific place is found wherein 
there is a direct relationship between 
the place the refugee resides and the 
government responsible for that people 
and territory. Being in refugee camps, in 
this sense, is a form of suspended ani- 
mation. Refugees in camps remain in 
protection orbit until they are resettled 
and some government takes responsi- 
bility for them from W C R  

There is a difference between a nor- 
mative system of protection and instru- 
mentality. Special circumstances call 

mogt-ate-doaty 
indirectly in temat id ,  the mandate of 
UNHCR is directly international. 
UNHCR becomes responsible for the 
protection of people in given situations 
without the consetit of a government. 
That is the consequence of the 
specificity of the refugee situation and 
what makes refugees different from 
other vulnerable groups. 

How does this description of the 
"refugeeness" of the refugee situation 
clash with the human rights thisme? 
Human rights treaties are standard set- 
ting instruments. They carry a set of 
prescriptions b u t t  how people should 
be treated, with what rightsindividuals 
are endowed. While m e  could argue 
that the weakness of this thisgime is the 
lack of clear oblig~tions on states to 
ensure that individuals are guaranteed 
those rights, there is no question that 
states have the primary obhgatim un- 
der the human ri@ dgune. Also, hu- 
man rights standar&are generalnorms 
that toddy certain rights that are to be 
actualized in the lives of all peoples. In 
stim,humanrightsarestandardsmeant 
to codify what should happen in a func- 
tioning society whew thegovernment is 
responsible for its activities in terms of 
its citizens. 

Refugees are a $peakc category of 
people because the very situation they 
find themselves in Is the result and con- 
tinuation of dysfwdional politics. Not 
only are refugees victims of human 
rights abuses, they are victims of the 
inability of a gov&mment to protect 
them,inthemostbasicsmseoftheterm, 
because the n o d  legal framework 
that guarantees protection is not func- 
tioning. In another Bontext, and to argue 
by analogy, humanitarian law deals 
withnormsduring~onflid-thatw which 
is essentially the antithesis of a legal 
framework. Humanitarian law exstab- 
lishes a legal framework within a situa- 
tion that is basically illegal, or a second 
order of legality.6 
The re* r9gulEe is meant to estab- 

lish rules of cmdW for people in an 
analogous situation, where the n d  
laws have broken down. Refugee law 
protects those who are outside a func- 
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timing system jwt as humanitarian 
law establishes r u b  of conduct during 
war. Both humanitarian law and refu- 
gee law deal with abnormal situations 
where normal international rules are 
neeeswrybutnot sufficient to deal with 
the inability of the local government to 
function effecti~ly.~ In humanitarian 
and refugee law, specific organizations 
aze designated to onrersee the function- 
ing of the treaties dealing with specific 
situations, wherehs in human rights 
law the govemmer+ of thecountry itself 
is ultimately r e sp ib l e .  In this sense, 
the International @nflict Resolution 
Centre (ICRC) and W C R h a v e  differ- 
ent mdndptes + the High Commis- 
sherfor~umanhghts .  

In sum, the huatnrightsr9gimesets 
standards, but is ndt meant todeal with 
situations in w W  those standards 
break down. The &gee is not just a 
specific category hvithin the human 
ri- r4gime; the *fugee represents a 
specific situation hich is outside the 
standard human 'E, 'ghts fnamework. 
This is why whetea human rights 
norrnsare meant td be imphented by 
govenunents, refu law is som&s 
camiedoutby d CRinbabs4nceof 
or e m  contrary to pvemments. Refu- 
gee law can fuhctiqn in failed states. 

To include the refugee d g h e  within 
global human d t s  is to weaken the 
specificity of the refugee situation and 
to deny the diffetence between the 
source of normative protection and the 
instrumentality of ithat protection. By 
moving the re fue  mandate closer to 
human rights, just would be moving 
the humanitarian mandate closer to 
human rights, one denies the power of 
the P atticularity Oi those victims and 
their needs in pWcular situations. 
Refugee need specCal help in situations 
where govemmentp are no longer able 
or willing to ensurrt that human rights 
norms are effective1 The entire refugee 
regime is an edifke carefully con- 
structed in situations when the human 
rightsr4gimehasbrokendown.Whileit 
is obvious that the breakdown of the 
system and the vidtims are somehow 
cmmeded, therefu r4gimewascon- 
structed to deal wi r? the victims of the 
temporal/spatial $reakdawn, some- 

thing the human rights rkgime does 
not do. 

By moving the refugee &@me closer 
to human rights and searching for 
complementarity, the UN High Com- 
missioner for Refugees is running the 
risk that refugees will become another 
category of human rights abuses, like 
children and women, and that its own 
role willbe diminished. While it maybe 
tempting to UNHCR officials to draw 
closer to the human rights &@me for 
various political reasons, it is insuffi- 
cient to render service to the specificity 
of the refugee situation we have de- 
scribed. The upheaval and uprooting 
that causes refugees and inhibits their 
retum in dignity is much deeper and 
complex than merely speaking of hu- 
man rights abuses. Yes, refugees are a 
category within human rights, and cer- 
tainly the human rights 16-e should 
apply to refugees. While UNHCR says 
that it wishes to distance itself fromcer- 
tain aspects of human rights monitor- 
ing because of fear of becoming too 
political,8 the problem with incorporat- 
ing refugees too closely to the human 
rights dgime is that politically it will 
weaken UNHCRand the needs for refu- 
gee protection. 

Inother words, our perspective is that 
while the entire spectrum of humanitar- 
ian assistance must be considered, from 
preventive diplomacy and early warn- 
ing to reconstructing war-tom societies, 
it should only be cchidered in terms of 
pmbectingpeoplewhen thinkingof refu- 
gees. When UNHCR began to deal with 
early warning and preventive diplo- 
macy-moving it closer to the human 
rights-t moved away from p re  
teding individuals who were victims. 
Obviously, preventive diplomacy 
serves to avert victims. But, UNHCR 
was designed to deal with a special cat- 
egory of people within a special situa- 
tion, not the special situation itself. By 
looking at the spectrum of the situation 
from preventive diplomacy to rebuild- 
ing war-tom societies,UNHCRhas lost 
its vision of its original mandate and 
risks losing its specificity and effective- 
ness. 

Why has the ICRC maintained the 
specificity of its mandate in time and 

place? It has done so because it recog- 
nizes that the laws of war deal with a 
very limited and limiting situation. 
UNHCR has gotten away from its man- 
date of protection of refugees in a way 
that can easily lead to confusion of man- 
dates with other organizations. While it 
has been tempting for UNHCR to be- 
come the lead agency in different situa- 
tions, such as the Former Yugoslavia? 
this pattern has been at an enormous 
cost to the organization and those it is 
supposed to serve. Now that the ex- 
panded mandates are being reduced, 
there is growing fear at UNHCR that the 
heart and soul of the organization- 
protection-has been lost. 

UNHCR is going through a serious 
organizational downsizing. No one 
imagines that it will ever retum to its 
budget and size of the early 1990s. What 
is unfortunate is that because it has 
spread itself so thin, the downsizing 
goes across the board and will affect its 
protection mandate, which has already 
been weakened. If the downsizing were 
to affect those areas added on to protec- 
tion there would less worry. 

Our final point, therefore, is that 
UNHCRmust re-examine its priorities 
and return to the very simple, but daunt- 
ing task, of protecting refugees. While 
this may not seem current or particu- 
larly ambitious-indeed, there is a cer- 
tain protection fatigue within the 
organization (after all, one does not 
want to seem tobe doing the same thing 
over and over again)-this must be 
measured against the bureaucratic 
overstretch that went on in the absence 
of any organizational threat in the early 
1990s. UNHCR had its moment in the 
sun, and perhapsnow it is becoming the 
victim of its own success. An organiza- 
tion that cannot say no to very different 
mandates will inevitably overstep its 
bounds. The new Emergency Relief Co- 
ordinator will certainly try to limit 
UNHCR's range of actions in an at- 
tempt to establish clear guidelines for 
himanitarian assistance. For if anyone 
understands the dangers of overlap- 
ping mandates and UNHCR overreach, 
it is Sergio De Mello, former Assistant 
High Commissioner for Refugees. 



But the question will remainas to the 
relationship between human rights and 
refugee protection and UNHCR. The 
resolution of that situationisnot limited 
to operational activities. Indeed, the 
message should be coming from Mrs. 
Ogata that her priorities are clear and to 
the point. Without that voice-which 
has not been clearly articulated-we 
will continue to hear speeches about 
coordination from numerous High 
Commissioners, and to little avail. The 
UN systemis bogged downin coordina- 
tion problems. The reason for this is that 
agencies like UNHCR refuse to speclfy 
clear objectives and limit themselves to 
those objectives. And the end result is 
that the victims of abuses, in this case 
refugees, become caught up in a web of 
political overreach and endless calls for 
coordination. A little self-discipline on 
the part of the organizations will go a 
long way to clarifying mandates and 
helping those inneed, which is, after all, 
the primary purpose of the organiza- 
tions. 
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Refugees, Humanitarian Emergencies, and the Politicization of Life 

Abstract 

The concept of "humanitarian emer- 
gency" has come to be largely synony- 
mous with contemporary refugee 
situations. The purposeof this paper is to 
critically explore theconnections between 
the categorization of rtfugeesasan "emer- 
gency" situation and the way in which 
"humanitarianism" has come to consti- 
tutea hegemonic discourse in which aca- 
demics, policy-makzrs, international 
organizations, and refugee advocates 
mus tfirmulate their arguments and ac- 
tions. Humanitarianism is often por- 
trayed as posing a challenge to the codes 
and practices ofstatemeignty because 
it is afirm of action which is purportedly 
motivated by a sense of obligation and 
responsibility to "humanity" that goes 
beyond the responsibility one fee2s for 
fellow citizens. This paper analyzes a se- 
ries of recent UNHCR representations of 
refugees to suggest that humanitarian- 
ism must instead be understood as an in- 
herentlypolitical concept. Drawing upon 
the writings Giorgio Agamben, this pa- 
per demonstrates h humanitarianism 
is always already (bio)political to the 
extent that it relies on a conception of 
"bare human life" which is consistent 
with the practices of state sovereignty. 
From this perspective,framing the r e -  
gee phenomenon as a "humanitarian 
emergency" works tosustain constitutive 
practices which stabilize and reproduce 
statist resolutions toquestions ofpolitical 
identity, community, and world order. 

Leconcept d'uurgence humanitaire* est 
devenu une sortede synonymemu1 de 
usituation contemporainedes rt!jk@s~. 
Le but de cet articleest de proctder h une 
exploration critiquedes liens entre la ca- 
tkgorisa tion du refuge comme situation 
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d'uurgencew et la facon dont l'idde 
d'uhumanitarisme~ en est venue h se 
constituer en discours hdgdmonique, 
dans le cadre duquel les universitaires, 
les ddcideurs, les organisa tions interna- 
tionales, et les dijimdeurs des droits des 
r6fugids se voient obligks de formuler 
leurs arguments et leurs actions. L'hu- 
manitarisme est souvent deeint comme 
posant un dkji aux codes et pratiques de 
la souverainetd des ttats, car c'est une 
forme d'action qui serait mo tivke par un 
sens de la responsabilitd et des obliga- 
tions envers l'uhumanitdw qui outrepas- 
serait les responsabilitb que l'on aurait 
envers ses concitoyens. Leprksent article 
analyse une rkcen te &e de reprksenta- 
tions de r6fugiks du HCR visant a suggd- 
rer que l'humanitarisme devrait plutbt 
itre compris comme in concept fonda- 
mentalement politique. Fondk sur les 
kcritsdeGiorgio Agamben, leprksent ar- 
ticle dhontre comment l'humanita- 
risme est toujours dkjd (bio)politique 
dans la mesure on il se fonde sur une 
conception de la uvie humaine mini- 
malew quiest confomze h2es pratiques des 
dtats souverains. Duns cetteperspective, 
j ; m n u l e r l e p ~ d u  nfugeen terme 
d'uurgence humanitaire~ tend h perpd- 
tuer des pratiques constitutives quistabi- 
lisent et reproduisent la rtsolution 
ttatiste des questions d'identitk politi- 
que, de communautb, d'ordre mondial. 

A Crisis Vocabulary 
The phenomenon of the refugee has a 
long history of being subsumed within 
discourses of crisis and danger. Words 
such as problem, crisis, "complex emer- 
gency," challenge, and controlare com- 
monly invoked when the subject of 
refugees and their movements arise. 
Refugee situations today are usually 
provoked by a complicated configura- 
tion of political, socio-economic, and 
environmental forces which have con- 
joined to create to a crisis situation. The 
suddenness and severity of post-Cold 
War refugee flows has prompted a 

prominent UNHCR official to charac- 
terize these situations as "mega-crises" 
in a statement to the UN Security 
Council (Jessen-Petersen 1998,65). It is 
thereforenot surprising to find that "hu- 
manitarian emergency" has come tobe 
one of the most popular concepts in the 
refugee studies literature, dominating 
the vocabulary of the officials, aid work- 
ers, advocates, academics, and journal- 
ists. The concept attains further 
credibility for the way it connects the 
urgency of crisis situations with a 
heightened sense of moral obligation 
for individuals and groups caught in 
such situations. This emphasis on ethi- 
cal responsibility is especially pertinent 
given the recent changes to the immigra- 
tion and refugee policies of Western 
states, where increased restrictions, 
tightened procedures, and shortened 
time-lines have drastically undercut the 
asylum cultures of these countries 
(Carlier et al., 1997). These changes, 
moreover, come at a time when both the 
number of refugees and crisis situations 
are proliferating. Indeed, the 1.5 million 
refugees the UNHCR recognized in 
1951 had increased to 13.2 million by 
1996, together with an additional 8.5 
million internally displaced persons, 
returnees, and others of concern to the 
agency (UNHCR 1997). The financial 
costs of providing humanitarian assist- 
ance &d to refugees has 
similarly increased: the UNHCR's 
original budget of U.S.$300,000 has 
been dwarfed by recent budgets in ex- 
cess of some U.S.$1.3 billion (Cunliffe 
1995). 

The problem of refugees, however, 
does not lie in their numbers alone. It is 
aproblem, first and foremost, of catego- 
rization, of making distinctions. All 
classifications have social conditions 
for their production and historical 
circumstances which make them cred- 
ible.' However, the immediacy-in- 
deed, the "emergencyn-of refugee 
situations has left little time for critical 
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self-reflection on the conditions and cir- 
cumstances that make such a system of 
discrimination possible. Daniel Warner 
(1995,372) speaks to this point when he 
recalls the reaction of the High Commis- 
sioner of the UNHCR to an academic 
exegesis of refugee discourse: "That 
was allvery well Professor, but what am 
I to do with the problem tomorrow morn- 
ing?" 

One of the enduring consequences of 
being defined in crisis terms is that the 
refugee phenomenon, not surprisingly, 
has been typically incorporated into 
what Robert Cox (1996) has identified 
as "problem solving" discourses-an 
approach which is generally practical 
and operational in nature, and where a 
short-term, crisis-oriented attitude is 
encouraged. As Cox recognized, how- 
ever, the major concern with "problem 
solving" perspectives-and I would 
add, especially when they operate un- 
der the strict temporal constraints im- 
posed by "emergency" situations-is 
that they invariably concentrate their 
attention on the practical ways in 
which order and normalcy can be rein- 
stated. Critical questioning of both the 
unequal power relations and desirabil- 
ity of this order are de-emphasized, 
marginalized, or ignored. Also de-em- 
phasized is any attempt to question the 
role of such key foundational concepts 
as citizenship and state sovereignty. 
Such critical questioning, however, 
seems to be crucial if we are to be in a 
position to identlfy and explain how 
refugees figure into debates about cur- 
rent and possible transformations of 
world order. 

A useful way tobegin such question- 
ing is to think of emergencies as Walter 
Benjamin suggests. In his "Theses on 
the Philosophy of History," Benjamin 
(1968,257) writes: 

The tradition of the oppressed teaches 
us that the "state of emergency" in 
which we live is not the exception but 
the rule. Wemust attainto a conception 
of history that is in keeping with this 
insight. Then we shall clearly realize 
that it is our task to bring about a real 
state of emergency . . . 

Benjamin's diagnosis of the "state of 
emergency" loses none of its relevance 

when it is applied to contemporary 
questions about humanitarianism, 
multilateral cooperation, and the global 
refugee crisis. Situations deemed emer- 
gencies are always interesting for how 
they reveal the often unquestioned and 
undertheorized assumptions about 
what constitutes a "normal" state of 
affairs. Consequently, to think of emer- 
gencies as "not the exception but the 
rule" means paying attention to those 
practices which work to reproduce and 
sustain prevailing conceptions of "nor- 
mality" and "order." 

What, then, is this "normal" state of 
affairs with respect torefugees? A 1939 
review of internationalco-operation on 
the "refugee question" offers aconven- 
tional answer that is still relevant today. 
The author, an international lawyer, 
comments on how the refugeecondition 
should be understood as a temporary 
condition: "The status of the refugee is 
not, of course, a permanent one. The aim 
is that he [sic] should rid himself of that 
status as soon as possible" (Jennings 
1939,98). The lawyer probably felt jus- 
tified in so easily incorporating the 
phrase "of course" into his discussion 
because, as mentioned above, a crisis 
mentality prejudices one toward a 
shortened temporal horizon. His casual 
acceptance, however, can also be inter- 
preted as a claim about the "proper" 
and "enduring" form of political iden- 
tity and community-that is, the citizen 
and the nation-state. It is because the 
refugee is displaced from these "authen- 
tic" identities and communities that she 
is seen as no more than a temporary 
aberration to the norm, a hiccup which 
momentarily disturbs the "national or- 
der of  thing^."^ But to assume that the 
concepts of "citizenship" and "sover- 
eign state" are somehow unproblem- 
atic, foundational principles of modem 
political life is to engage in an act of 
reification which obfuscates the real, 
historical political practices of identity 
and community formation and contes- 
tation (Magnusson 1996). From this 
perspective, state sovereignty is not so 
much a thing, a static juristic principle 
to be invoked, as an effect of various 
practices. As such, state sovereignty 
should not be assumed so much as ex- 

It is not posisible to talk about the state 
as an ontoli$gical beingds  a political 
identity-without engaging in the 
political p actice of constituting the 
state. Put d ifferently, to speak of the 
sovereign tate at all requires one to 
engage in t e political practice of sta- 
bilizing thi t concept's meaning. 

phmed. As 

If conventional perspectives on the 
refugee pheqomenon work according to 
an emergenqy logic that blocks critical 
reflection 00 foundational assump- 
tions, how isthe identity of the refugee 
affectedby sqch a discourse? What con- 
straints and ossibilities exist for indi- 
viduals find k g themselves labelled as 
refugees? In t/henext section I d  exam- 
ine how hqanitarian assumptions 
work to fu+er the aberrant status of 
refugees by examining some recent 
UNHCR vispal representations of the 
refugee condition. 

Cynthia Weber (1995, 3) 

Refugees: 
Emptines , Lack, Silence Rep"enti=r 

explains, , 

The first rqpresentation opens the 
UNHCRinmet website of refugeeim- 
ages.3 This $bsite sees itself as provid- 
ing a visual supplement to the rather 
abstract leg4 definitions that are typi- 
cally employed to explain the condition 
of the refuge. As such, its purpose is 
summed upby its titlewhat is it like to 
be arefugeeq The ensuing photographs 
attempt toanpwer this question. And so, 
on one screw we see a Rwandan refugee 

the country with EO,OOO 
same day in April 19%. 

On another, *ere is a photograph of an 
elderly Bosr)ian woman who has be- 
come 'interx+dy displaced' within her 
own commu+ty. These photographs- 
and others r resenting the struggles of 
Tajik, Som$ Vietnamese, and other 
refugees-qflect how the recent prolif- 
eration in rqfugee numbers has been 
matched by unprecedented polymor- 
phism and qomplexity in the causes, 

and effects of glo- 
view- 

ing the visual archive can leave one with 
the sense q a t  no simple or singular 
answer to th+ question of refugee iden- 
tity (or "refukness") is possible. Cur- 
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rent conditions strong1 suggest *at 
the answer to the websit 's initial ques- 

ous, and historical. 

t 
tion must necessarily be filural, ambigu- 

The diversity in the lived experiences 
of the refugees repregented in the 
UNHCR's visual catalo e gives testa- 
ment to the sheer scope d complexity 
of contemporary refuge flows. At the 
same time, however, th f organization 
insists that behind the+ experiences 
born out of particular cobtexts and cir- 
cumstances lies a commbn underlying 
identity which is universally shared 
among all refugees. Th& universalist, 
humanitarian perspectivie is well repre- 
sented in the title page photograph. At 
first, the photograph  see^+^ tobe a rather 
enigmatic choice for a title page repre- 
sentation. Noactualpers+n--refugeeor 
otherwise-can be faun# anywhere in 
the picture. Portrayed r&er is a single 
long-sleeved shirt susperjdedin front of 
a make-shift shelter. Thd shirt, moreo- 
ver, hangs in a way tha produces the 
illusion that a human b y-the body 
of the refugee-is occup ing it. We ex- 
pect to see the refugee, i ut that indi- 
vidual is missing, absdnt, invisible. 
However, the essential humanitarian 
message is clear-the qptiness of the 
shirt signifies the empf/iness that all 
refugees feel when they are forced to 
sever their ties with the$ home. To the 
question "What is it likg to be a refu- 
gee?" the conventional humanitarian 
answer is presented in t$rms of a pro- 
found sense of lack. Like the empty shirt, 
the life of the refugee is typically seen as 
sufferingfromemptine~+~ 

Such a perspective is @so apparent 
in a second UNHCR representation 
found in the organizatioxfs most recent 
report, The S tateofthe WO@S Rejiqees:~ 
Hurnanitatian Agenda (LblHCR 1997, 
50). Each chapter of this pbblication has 
an accompanying photopaph chosen 
for how it compliments ar+d further con- 
veys the chapter's centrd theme. The 

which hold, no doubt, th+ only posses- 
sions the child's family cquld transport 

during the flight from their homes. What 
is most strikingabout the photograph is 
that its subject-the refugee child, 
standingbehind a backlit curtain-can 
only be seen as a shadow. Absent is any 
indication of even the most basic physi- 
cal features-not even the child's gen- 
der can be discerned. What is the 
sigruficance of this? Why would a pho- 
tograph chosen to illuminate the chal- 
lenges of defending refugee rights 
present an anonymous, two-dimen- 
sional outline of a child's human form? 
Liisa Malkki (1996,388) offers an inter- 
esting perspective, suggesting that "the 
visual prominence of women and chil- 
dren asembodiments of refugeeness has 
to do not just with the fact that most 
refugees are women and children, but 
with the institutional, international ex- 
pectation of a certain kind of helpless- 
ness as a refugee characteristic." 
Consequently, just as the openingpho- 
tograph of the UNHCR's website is no- 
table for how it links "refugeeness" 
with invisibility, acorporeality, and 
emptiness, the image of the refugee child 
is striking for how it effaces all traces of 
presence on behalf of refugees when it 
comes to discussing their political and 
social rights. 

These humanitarian images of refu- 
gees, like all representations, cannot be 
expected to convey one thing as another 
without political effect. In a recent arti- 
cle, Malkki demonstrates how humani- 
tarian representations of refugees act as 
an intervening force in world politics. 
Malkki notes how both the mass media 
and the publications of humanitarian 
and international organizations per- 
form such a role, transforming refugees 
into what she calls "speechless emis- 
saries." 

One of the most far-reaching, impor- 
tant consequences of . . . established 
representational practices is the sys- 
tematic, even if unintended, silencing 
of persons who find themselves in the 
classificatory spaceof "refugee."That 
is, refugees suffer from a peculiar kind 
of speechlessness in the face of na- 
tionaland international organizations 
whose object of care and control they 
are. Their accounts are disqualified 
almost a priori, while the languages of 
refugee relief, @cy science, and "de 

velopment" claim the production of 
authoritative narratives about refu- 
gees. (ibid., 386) 

Humanitarian representational 
practices, Malkki argues, attempt to dis- 
turb the common distinction between 
refugees and non-refugees by promot- 
ing a vision of a shared and common 
humanity. Such representations, how- 
ever, often end up portraying an undif- 
ferentiated "raw" or "bare" vision of 
humanity which works to mask the in- 
dividuality of refugees-as well as the 
historical and political circumstances 
which forced them to take this identity. 
Malkki argues that "in their overpower- 
ing philanthropic universalism, in their 
insistence on the secondariness and 
unknowability of details of specific his- 
tories and specific cultural or political 
contexts, such forms of representation 
deny the very particulars that make peo- 
ple something other than anonymous 
bodies, merely human beings" (ibid., 
388-89). 

One of the central difficulties of por- 
traying refugees as "merely human be- 
ings" is that all notions of political 
agency are, in a word, emptied from 
refugee subjectivity. This type of analy- 
sis captures what is at stake politically 
with the refugee phenomenon: refugees 
are silent-or rather, silenced--because 
they do not possess the proper political 
subjectivity (i.e., citizenship) through 
which they can be heard. It is in this 
sense that the assumptions informing 
the humanitarian representations of 
refugees described above correspond to 
a form of discriminations Jacques 
Derrida (1976) has labelled logocentric. 
Briefly, logocentric distinctions are hi- 
erarchically arranged binary opposi- 
tions in which one privileged term 
(logos) provides the orientation for 
interpreting the meaning of the subordi- 
nate term. Refugees have been nega- 
tively defined as registering a two-fold 
lack with respect to the privileged reso- 
lutions to questions of political identity 
(citizenship) and community (nation- 
state). Whereas thecitizen is firmly and 

, securely rooted in the sovereign territo- 
rial spacedf&?state, the refugee suffers 
f r o m d i s p l a c ~ t :  she is uprooted, dis- 
located, an unwilling exile of the com- 
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munity of citizens. Refugees therefore 
sigrufy an emptiness, an incomplete- 
ness vis-bvis the meaningful presence 
to political subjectivity that state citizen- 
ship provides. To rectify this crisis, 
multilateral actions attempt to enact a 
spatial reversal of the binary and trans- 
form this lack into a positive presence. 
Not surprisingly, these "solutions" take 
the form of restoring statist identities 
and communities to refugees in the form 
of voluntary repatriation (i.e.,retuming 
to country of origin) and asylum (i.e., 
settlemmt and integration into another 
country) as well as encouraging multi- 
lateral cooperation on refugee issues. 

Humanitarianism and the 
Politicization of Life 

To say that humanitarian representa- 
tions work to de-politicize refugee iden- 
tity is to at once raise the entire question 
of humanitarianism's relationship to 
politics. In its modem guise humanitar- 
ian action has been consistently prem- 
ised on the principles of humanity, 
impartiality, andneutrality. Pivotal in- 
stances in the spread of these humani- 
tarian principles include Dunant's 
founding of the International Conunit- 
tee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in 1863, the 
adoption of the Hague Conventions in 
1907 as well as the Geneva Convention 
of 1949 and its additional protocols of 
1977. The current High Commissioner 
of the UNHCR, Sadako Ogata, empha- 
sizes the contemporary relevance of 
these principles when she insists that 
the creation of "humanitarian space" 
must be "premised on the principles of 
impartiality and neutrality" and be "in- 
dependent from political goals and con- 
sideration~."~ 

The principles of impartiality and 
neutrality, furthermore, gain their force 
from a prior distinction made between 
humanitarianism and politics. It is well 
known, for instance, that the 'humani- 
tarian and social' disposition of the 
UNHCR (stipulated in Article 11 of its 
founding Statute) is articulated only 
after the agency's work is defined as 
"non-political." The president of the 
ICRC puts the issue bluntly in a 1992 
address to the UN General Assembly: 
"humanitarian endeavor and political 

action must go their separate ways if the 
neutrality a .  impartiality of humani- 
tarian work is not be jeopardi~ed."~ 

According to the conventional wis- 
dom, therefore, humanitarianism is 
conceived as the opposite of political 
activity. The two constitute ahierarchi- 
cal binary, the normative character of 
which has the former element carrying 
positive connotations ("humanitarian- 
ism is compassionate, principled, im- 
partial") while the latter is seen in 
negative terms ("politics is cynical, 
amoral, self-interested"). This binary 
logic, moreover, is typically employed 
to explain the "cause and effect" of refu- 
gee flows: on the one hand, it is political 
activity gone too far which creates the 
problem of forced displacement; on the 
other, the effects of these flows raise 
humanitarian concerns and theneed for 
humanitarian action (Cutts 1998,3-5). 

The idea that humanitarianism and 
politics can be somehow kept separate 
and distinct from one another has not 
gone unchallenged.'There is a growing 
recognition for how the politicization of 
humanitarianism (intended or unin- 
tended) is undermining the ability of aid 
workers to act inaneutral and impartial 
manner (Minear and Weiss 1991). To be 
sure, in the context of conflict or crisis, 
the revered principles of neutrality and 
impartiality often simply come to be a 
matter of perspective. For example, hu- 
manitarian organizations invariably 
have to cooperate to some degree with 
governments and intemationalorgani- 
zations, yet their mere association with 
these bodies can damage the perception 
of neutrality. What is more, in cases 
where humanitarian emergencies occur 
within the context of a"po1icy vacuum," 
humanitarianaid workers are often left 
with no other choice but to fill this 
vacuum and become political actors 
themselves (Roberts l996,Sl-M; Vogel 
1996). Finally, as Mark Cutts (1998,4) 
has noted, the extreme logistical chal- 
lenges posed by crisis situations can 
lead to circumstances where "politi- 
cally nai've humanitarian organiza- 
tions are themselves the blame for 
obscuring the real issues of genocide, 
ethnic cleansing and other massive 
human rights abuses, by focusing too 

much c(n issues such as food and medi- 
cal supplies." 

The humanitarian-politics relation- 
ship, however, is much more compli- 
cated than provided for by the 
"politicbation" criticism. This latter 
perspective often remains cummitted to 
a pure, oon-political conception of hu- 
manitalrianism which has not been 
spoiled by a negative interaction with 
political, forces. Many scholars, how- 
ever, have recently suggested that the 
principlp of "humanity," which pro- 
vides bo* the justification and orienta- 
tion of humanitarian action, must be 
reconceived as an inherently political 
concept.For instance, the relationship 
between the principles of state sover- 
eignty aind humanity has been exten- 
sively explored in recent works by 
critical ipternational relations theo- 
rists. In an important study, Andrew 
Linklater (1982) has characterized the 
development of intemational relations 
in terms of a moral conflict between 
claims to citizenship and claims to hu- 
manity. Qoes one place an obligation 
toward humanity and strive for ethical 
universality, or does one privilege the 
duties we have toward fellow citizens 
in a politiqal association and therefore 
settle for e@calparticularity? The mod- 
em practice of international relations, 
Linklater wgues, is predicated on the 
early m o d ~ m  trade-off between "men" 
and "citizqns." The terms of this trade- 
off, classic@y represented in the work 
of Thomas Hobbes (l968), stipulate that 
priority be given to claims of citizenship 
in the partipular political association of 
the state. Yobbes resolves the conflict 
between the universal and the par- 
ticular by positing a theory of state 
sovereignty which allows for one 
intematioqal system with many par- 
ticular statps. Rob Walker (1993,154) 
explains tht+ logic of this citizen/human 
resolution: 

As a reseonse to questions about 
whether 'ye' are citizens, humans or 
somehow both, state sovereignty af- 
firms that we have our primq-of- 
ten over-riding-political identity as 
participants in a particular commu- 
nity, but &ah a potential connection 
with 'huhnity' through participa- 
tion in a brbader intemational system 
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. . . As citizens, we may aspire 40 uni- 
versal values, but only on the /condi- 
tion that we tacitly assume *at the 
world out there is in fad a reglm of 
particular states, of other coqmuni- 
ties each aspiring to some nopon of 
goodness, truth and beauty. 

The modem phenomenon of the 
refugee disturbs this resolutibn to the 
extent that it represents a co;hceptual, 
empirical, and physical brealch in the 
relationship between "hum&&' and 
"citizens." Here, we should recall 
MalWs analysis of humaniWan rep- 
resentations which present rqfugees in 
terms of a "naked or "bard" visions 
humanity. The moral appeifl of such 
conceptions of "humanity" ain force 
from the universal charac f er of the 
shared "human existence" or "bare 
human life" that is common ko all peo- 
ple. For the Italian critic anki theorist 
Giorgio Agamben, howevert, it is pre- 
cisely a human being's bard life-and 
not some social contract or individu- 
al's free will-that functidns as the 
foundation for the state's legitimacy 
and sovereign power: "from the point of 
view of sovereignty only bde life is au- 
thentically political" (Agwben 1998, 
106). From this perspectivd, "human- 
ity "-far from being aneutrd concep t- 
is seen to be inextricably cdnneded to 
our modem understanding of the na- 
ture and location of "the poliitical." Con- 
sequently, the principal reaspn refugees 
constitute a "problem" or "ebnergency" 
totheinternational system bf states lies 
in "the very ambiguity of h j  fundamen- 
tal notions regulating the Wription of 
the native (that is, of life) in the juridical 
order of the Nation-State" (Agamben 
1996,161). Thus, for Agam-, the refu- 
gee phenomenon is a problem which 
must be resolved not within some alleg- 
edlyneutrall'humanitarian space," but 
rather on the terrain of "bibpolitics." 

Foucault (1978,143) employed the 
concept of "biopower" to defer to those 
forces which "brought life and its 
mechanisms into the realtn of explicit 
calculations and made knowledge- 
power an agent of transformation of 
human life." Agamben applies this con- 
cept to Hannah Arendtf$ writings to 
demonstrate how refugees-repre- 

sented as bare human life--are caught- 
up in the "mechanisms and calcula- 
tions" of sovereign power. Arendt 
entitled the chapter in Imperialism 
which addresses refugees, "The Decline 
of the Nation-State and the End of the 
Rights of Man." Agamben suggests we 
continue to take this formulation seri- 
ously for it correctly links "the fate of 
human rights with the fate of the mod- 
em Nation-State in such a way that the 
waning of the latter necessarily implies 
the obsolescence of the former" 
(Agamben 199h, 161). Individuals char- 
acterized by the absence of statist iden- 
tities and communities (i.e., refugees) 
thus bring about a radical crisis to the 
allegedly eternal and universalconcept 
of human rights. As Arendt (1968,179) 
states, 

The conception of human rights, 
based upon the assumed existence of 
a human being as such, broke down 
at the very moment when those who 
professed to believe in it were for the 
first time confronted with people 
who had indeed lost all other quali- 
ties and specific relationships-ex- 
cept that they were still human. 

To explain how this paradox comes 
about, Agamben (1998,128) suggests 
we need to appreciate the way the 
modernstate makesnativity (i.e.,birth, 
naked human life) the "bearer of sover- 
eignty": 

The principle of nativity and the prin- 
ciple of sovereignty [are] irrevocably 
united in the body of the "sovereign 
subject" so that the foundation of the 
new nation-state may be constituted 
. . . The fiction implicit here is thatbirth 
immediately becomes nation such 
that there can be no interval of sepa- 
ration between the two terms. Rights 
are attributed to man (or originate in 
him) solely to the extent that man is 
the immediately vanishing ground 
(who must never come to light as 
such) of the citizen. 
From this perspective, "humanity" is 

already present within the concept of 
citizenship; it appears as the "hidden 
difference" between birth and nation. 
Agamben's point is that refugees make 
what is hidden-i.e., bare l i f ~ o m e  to 
light, thus "unhinging" the state-na- 
tion-territory trinity that conventional 

theories of the state take for granted. As 
the modem political imagination re- 
mains fixated on the citizen as the 
authentic ethico-political identity, it is 
not surprising that refugees (as the ab- 
sence of that identity) are stripped of all 
political agency and deemed tempo- 
rary, "emergency" situations. Indeed, 
Agamben (1998, 133) suggests that 
when humanitarian organizations por- 
tray refugees in the figure of bare human 
life they may "despite themselves, main- y 

tain a secret solidarity with the very 
powers they ought to fight." In the end, 
prevailing "solutions" to the refugee's 
plight focus on returning to refugees 
statist identities so as to restore the con- 
ditions under which they may once 
againenjoy a properly "human" life as 
citizens. 

Conclusion: Emergency or 
Emerging Identities? 

At the same time that refugees are de- 
finedin terms of a "humanitarianemer- 
gency" and thus as an object of ethical 
concern, they are also defined as a crisis 
in international order. Sadako Ogata 
(1998,64) speaks to this point when she 
notes that humanitarian action "to 
bring protection and relief to the victims 
is of course a moral issue at its core, but 
can also have a strategic value in pre- 
serving regional and global stability." 
The wording of the High Commission- 
er's statement is worth reflecting upon 
for itpoints to afundamentalambiguity 
that characterizes conventional multi- 
lateral responses to the phenomenon of 
global refugee flows: what is the rela- 
tionship between a commitment to hu- 
manitarian action on the one hand, and 
to the principles and norms which un- 
derline the "peace, security, and stabil- 
ity" of the international system of states 
on the other? While the first commit- 
ment appeals to a commonhuman iden- 
tity as the basis for multilateral 
humanitarian action, the second directs 
our concern toward maintaining a 
world order which insistsupon citizen- 
ship as the authentic ethico-political 
identity. 

The modem account of the location 
and character of the political continues 
to be powerfully compelling. As this 
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paper has tried to demonstrate, even 
actions residing on the limit of modem 
politics-such-as humanitarian multi- 
lateral cooperation on the refugee 
problem-tend to be, in the end, 
overdetermined by the statist preroga- 
tive to claim the authentic subjects and 
spaces of politics as its own. The hu- 
manitarian ethic in these cases is sub- 
sumed within the logic provided by 
state sovereignty, a logic which already 
posits a resolution between the moral 
obligations we feel toward the one and 
the many, the universal and the particu- 
lar, humanity and citizen-subjects. 

Emergency discourses, however, 
cannot completely control or disarm 
political phenomena which challenge, 
exceed, or simply side-step the limits of 
modem accounts of political space and 
identity. Instead, as Homi Bhabha 
(1994,41) has noted, the "state of emer- 
gency is also always a state of emer- 
gence." There is always some "political 
excess" which allows us to consider 
how a phenomena such as refugees can 
figure into the process of transforming 
world order by virtue of how they "con- 
test borders, put states into question 
(without rendering them irrelevant), 
rearticulate spaces, and reform identi- 
ties" (Campbell 1994,368). Refugee situ- 
ations should therefore be understood 
as complex, multidimensional sites of 
identity practices. Refugee identity is 
not merely the negative, empty, tempo- 
rary, and helpless counterpart to the 
positive, present, permanent, and au- 
thoritativecitizen. Weneed todevelop a 
perspective which is open to the possi- 
bility of political and ethical engage- 
ments which does not reproduce the 
sovereign codes which doom refugees 
to the status of "speechless emissaries" 
(Malkki 1996). Inspiration in this en- 
deavour should obviously be encour- 
aged especially when we are confronted 
with conventional perspectives onrefu- 
gee flows which think that practical and 
operational "solutions" within a state- 
centric discourse are sufficient to under- 
stand this phenomenon. It is only once 
these claustrophobic imaginings of 
world politics are resisted, both in 
theory and practice, that we can begin 
seriously to consider what it might 

mem to bring about Benjamin's "real" 
state of emergency. 

Notes 
1. Compare: Foucault 1973; Bourdieu 1984; 

Butler and Scott 1992; Machiavelli 1979. 
2. The phrase appears in Malkki 1992. 
3. See: http://www.unha.ch/images/ 
4. For a parallel discussion of how the theme 

of emptiness is also found in representa- 
tionsofhomele98people, see Kawash 1998. 

5. Quoted in Cutts 1998,lO. 
6. Quoted in Roberts 1996,55. 
7. A number of academic journals have re- 

cently dedicated special issues on the topic 
of the state and viability of humanitarian- 
ism today.SeeRefugee Survey Quarterly 17, 
no. 1 (1998); Disasters 22, no. 4 (1998); 
Mil1ennium:Journalof International Studies 
27, no. 3 (1998). 
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Representing the Past in Exile: 
The Politics of National History among Burundian Refugees 

Simon Turner 

Abstract 

Life in a refugee camp often briygs about 
the need for explanations among its in- 
habitants, and historical narrdtives at- 
tempt to supply the answers. But these 
narratives change over time and several 
narratives can exist in the same refugee 
camp simul taneously. This paperargues 
that the production of historicpl narra- 
tives is closely related to the dominant 
political ideologies in the cambs. It ar- 
gues that in order to undersltand the 
changes in represen tations oft& past in 
the camps, one mus t analyze the changes 
in political movements amongitheHutu 
opposition. It shows how the dominant 
discourse on ethnicity in Burundi has 
changed since the early 1980s and how 
this has forced the Hutu upppsition to 
reformulateitsdemands. Finally, it con- 
tends that regional develupmmts, such 
as the genocide in Rwanda, have also 
been influential in thegeneral shiftfrom 
an essentialist to a pluralist discourse 
among Burundian Hu tu in exile. It con- 
cludes that ideological formations 
among refugees in camps are in no ways 
isolated@ the outside world. 

La vie dans un camp de r+& crte sou- 
m t  des conditions qui amhen t ses habi- 
tants d recourir h l'explication, et les 
narrations historiques tendeiat a fournir 
les t l h t s  explicatifi recherchks. Mais 
ces narrations changent avec le temps et 
plusieurs dispositifs narratifi peuvent 
exis ter d a m  les mike camps de r+gits 
s i m u l t a ~ t .  Cetarticlep&ente une 
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argumentation selon laquelle la produc- 
tion denarrations historiques est ttroite- 
ment relite d l'idtologie politique 
dominante dans le camps. On soutient 
quepour comprendre les changemen ts de 
reprdsentations de la viepasdsdu camps, 
on doit analyser les changements inht- 
rents au mouvemen t politique de l'oppo- 
sition Outoue. On montrealors combien 
le discours dominant sur l'ethnicitt au 
Burundi a changt depuis le ddbut des 
anne'es 1980, e t comment cephinomh a 
forct l'opposition Outoue d reformuler 
ses demandes. Finalement on avance que 
les de'veloppements dans la rtgion, 
comme par exemple le ghocide man- 
dais, ont eu aussi uneforte influencedam 
le mouvement ghe'ral de passage d'un 
discours essentialiste h un discours plu- 
ralis te parmi les Outous burundiens en 
exil. L'articleconclut que les forma tions 
idtologiques se dheloppant entre r+- 
gits d a m  les camps ne son t en rim isoltes 
du mondeextkrieur. 

Introduction 
This paper examines the relations be- 
tween the production of historical nar- 
ratives and political movements in 
refugee camps. After finding that com- 
peting versions of Burundi's past exist 
among Hutu refugees in camps in Tan- 
zania and that these versions of history 
have evolved over the years, this paper 
contends that these narratives do not 
merely "emerge" as a result of objective 
life conditions in the camps-although 
these conditions can be more or less 
conducive to their survival. Rather, rep- 
resentations of the past make up part of 
larger ideological constructs that are 
linked to the main political movements 
in the camps. Thus in order to under- 
stand the production of historical nar- 
ratives we must analyze the wider 
political framework that refugees are 
part of. This frameworkextends far be- 
yond the confined space of the refugee 

camp; involving national, regional and 
global changes in the political field.' 

Two Narratives 
We are sitting on narrow wooden 
benches in a neat hut made of UNHCR 
plastic sheeting-the white and blue 
material that dominates the landscape 
inLukole refugee camp and much of the 
surrounding Tanzanian villages. We 
are in "La Vedette," one of the more ex- 
pensive restaurants that have shot up in 
the camp. Here, the elite enjoy brochettes, 
Pepsi and Primus-beer smuggled in 
from Burundi. Opposite me a young 
man with enthusiastic pale brown eyes 
is explaining to me the intricate details 
of mwamiship and Tutsi trickery and 
dominance in pre-colonial Burundi. He 
explains about all the different dynas- 
ties and lists their names. He tells me 
how the Tutsifirst came to Burundi from 
theNorth with their cattle, and how they 
cunningly lured the Hutu into bondage 
through lending them calves or playing 
on the superstitious nature of the Hutu. 

He explains how the Tutsi are not 
honest and hard working like the Hutu. 
Their success has been achieved 
through cunningness, lies, and secrecy. 
If they were not so secretive, the Hutu 
would discover their falseness and that 
wouldbe theendof Tutsipower. That is 
why the Tutsi do everything that stands 
in their might to prevent Hutu frombe- 
ing educated and discovering the 
"Tutsi secret." You cannot trust a Tutsi 
and therefore they are not allowed to 
joinhis party, Palipehutu (Partipour la 
Liberation de Peuple Hutu). 

Some of the stories he tells me with 
passion and oratorical eloquence-in 
spite of his having onlyprimaryeduca- 
tion, and in spite of (or perhaps because 
of) being born in exile-and they are 
quite fascinating as stories. 

In the old days they would choose the 
most beautiful young Hutu men and 
women. They would go to the fami- 
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lies and say "this one is beautiful and 
strong-this one also.' Then they 
would lay them down like this-in 
rows on the ground--on the path. 
This was at certain celebrations for 
theMwami [king]. Then the royal cat- 
tle would walk along them-on their 
backs, like that, over their bodies- 
down to the watering hole . . . (Young 
man, Lukole, September 1997). 

The next day I am sitting the same 
place, interviewing a group of men- 
young and old-who all hold some 
positior, of importance in the camp. One 
is a head teacher, another works for an 
NGO, one used to be an officer in the 
army, another a burgomaster. The rea- 
son, they are here, is that they are the 
leading figures in Palipehutu's rival 
party in the camp; the CNDD (Conseil 
National pour la Defense de la 
Bmocratie). With the memory of the 
stories from the previous day in mind, I 
try to ask them about Burundi's past, 
and being educated and interested in 
politics and the affairs of their country, 
they answer. But there is no doubt that 
the enthusiasm for ancient his tory isnot 
overwhelming. They manage to present 
the various dynasties of Burundi but 
they do not spill over with detailed ac- 
counts of royal cattle walking on young 
Hutu or royal drums made of the skins 
of Hutu testicles. For them pre-colonial 
history has only academic interest. 
They believe the conflict between Hutu 
and Tutsi only started after colonialism. 
It was the Belgians who, through a 
policy of divide and rule, created the 
tensions between Hutu and Tutsi. 

Constructing Histories in Exile 

These two narratives illustrate to us 
how differently the past can be repre- 
sented. One believes the ethnic conflict 
to be age old and between two essen- 
tially different races, while the other 
believes the conflict to be the result of 
colonial policies and the categories tobe 
constructed to some degree. While the 
young Palipehutu man is obsessed with 
ancient history and presents a very co- 
herent nationalhistory, the CNDD sup- 
porters are more interested in recent 
history and often contradict themselves. 

Before looking at the concrete con- 
struction of the past in Lukole, some 
theoretical clarifications on the rela- 
tions between history, ideology and 
political movements are needed. His- 
tory and its representations in e x i l m r  
anywhere for that sake--arenot merely 
a question of recounting facts from the 
past. Especially when we consider the 
history of nations we are dealing with 
constructs; constructs that are creating 
a nation and a national history retro- 
spectively. As Balibar writes, 

The history of nations, beginning 
with our own, is always already pre- 
sented to us in the form of a narrative 
which attributes to these entities the 
continuity of a subject. (Balibar 1991, 
86) 

The nation as a continuity is a two- 
fold illusion. It is the illusion that gen- 
erations have handed down an 
unchanged "substance" over thecentu- 
ries. And it is the illusion that the contin- 
gency of events that makeuphistory are 
not contingent at all; there could only 
have been this one chain of events. It is 
the illusion of a national destiny 
(Balibar 1991,8647). 

The right to tell this national history 
is a highly contested domain in 
Burundi. All parties to the conflict are 
eager to tell "the truth" about what actu- 
ally has happened and is happening in 
their country. Everyone believes he2 
possesses the "substance" of the na- 
tional heritage. In the camp, people of- 
ten wanted me to take their story to "the 
important people of the UN and your 
country" so that the "reality" could get 
out. All Hutu refugees agree that the 
Tutsi are secretive and stick to power 
through "hiding the truth." If only this 
"truth" could get out and the Tutsi se- 
cretsbe exposed,they argue, the outside 
world (especially America) would help 
solve the ~onflict.~ These views are all 
permeated by the illusion of a national 
destiny. 

Liisa Malkki (1995), in Purity and Ex- 
ile: Violence, Memoy and National Cos- 
mologyamong Hutu Refugees in Tanzania, 
provides a brilliant analysis of histori- 
cal narratives in exile. Like the young 
Palipehutu supporter, mentioned 
above, the Burundian refugees in 

refugee camp were very pre- 
occupiekl with their past. 

In virdually all aspects of contempo- 
rary social life in the Mishamo camp, 
the H@tu refugees made reference to 
a shaned body of knowledge about 
their past in Burundi. Everyday 
events, processes and relations in the 
camp were spontaneously and con- 
sistently interpreted and acted upon 
by evoking this collective past as a 
charter and blueprint. (ibid., 53) 

However, as Balibar points out such 
histories are not merely descriptions of 
the past. They are ameans tobetter un- 
derstand the present. 

It [theHutu history] represented, not 
only a description of the past, nor 
even merely an evaluation of the 
past, but a subversive recasting and 
reinterpretation of it in fundamen- 
tally moral terms. In this sense it can- 
not be accurately described as either 
history or myth. It was what can be 
called a mythico-history. (ibid., 54, 
original emphasis.) 

How much mythico-histories are fact or 
fiction, how much they tell the "true" 
history of Burundi, is irrelevant, Malkki 
argues. 

But what made the refugees' narra- 
tive mMical, in the anthropological 
sense, was not its truth or falsity, but 
the fad that it was concerned with 
order in a fundamental, cosmological 
sense. (ibid., 55) 

Malkkl's work shows how refugees, 
whose world has crumbled, following 
massacres of horrific proportions and 
brutality and exile to a very different 
environment, are very much in need of 
new explmations as to why they are 
where they are. She also shows how self 
settled town refugees do not appear to 
have the same urge to create new na- 
tional histories. 

But whereas mythico-histories seem to 
simply "emerge" in her analysis, I be- 
lieve that these histories are actively 
used and manipulated for political 
means. As we saw in the two interviews, 
two very different versions of national 
history cm exist in the same refugee 
camp. In other words, the versions of 
what happened in Burundi as told to 
Malkki in Mishamo and to me in Lukole 
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make up part of larger poqtical dis- 
courses and have been sanctioned by 
the political leaders in the camps or else- 
where. 

The question of whether mythologies 
and ideologies merely emeqge on the 
basis of structuralconditionq in society 

' or can be manipulated by p~litical ac- 
tors, has always been a point of debate 
for political scienti~ts.~ In wbat he calls 
"the Dialectic of 'Avai2ability1and 'Struc- 
tured Contingencies' (Hanseq 1997,119) 
Thomas Hansen argues that 

The success or failure of political 
movements and parties is, thus, 
heavily conditioned by the $tructure. 
of 'availabilityt-i.e., a certajnlevelof 
disgruntlement, a sense of violation 
of rights and readiness to protest in 
an electorate or populatibn-that 
provides necessary but far from suf- 
ficient, conditions of possibility for 
political mass-mobilization . . . Fur- 
ther, the success or failure of 8 political 
actor depends on the attrxtiveness 
of the interests it claims to kepresent 
. . . (ibid., 164) 
Thus the contents of the mythico-his- 

tories, the rumours, and thq nationalist 
and political ideologies that circulate in 
the camp cannot be deduced from the 
objective interests nor the objective life 
conditions of the refugees alone. One 
cannot a priori determine wpch ideolo- 
gies will emerge. But for iqleologies to 
gain some ground-to find resonance 
among the refugees-they must appeal 
to the refugees. They must offer an ex- 
planation as to why they are in a refugee 
camp and offer themselves as the solu- 
tion to all their troubles pnd tribula- 
tions.5 

Furthermore, as much gs these ide- 
ologies promise to fulfil a need in the 
camps, they might have their origins 
elsewhere. If politicalmovements are to 
have any success and credibility, they 
must alsobe able to relate to the political 
playing field in the country of origin as 
well as globally. Thus, in ouder tounder- 
stand the dynamics of political ideolo- 
gies in the refugee camps one has to 
expand one's analysis to political dy- 
namics far beyond the camp. 

As Marc Sommers (1995) points out, 
the educated, male Hutu elite in exile 
claims to represent all Bufvndian refu- 

gees, often playing the ethnic card in 
order to further its own political inter- 
ests, without really caring about the 
watu wadogo (small people). There is no 
doubt that Burundi society is deeply 
hierarchic! and I would often hear com- 
ments about "big men" as opposed to 
the "peasants" in the camp. But the fact 
that refugee society is hierarchic and 
that certain "big men" get to represent 
the refugees as suchdoes not automati- 
cally entail that this is a "wrong" or 
"false" representation. As mentioned 
above, the ideologies of the elite have to 
"appeal" to the "small people" to gain 
support, no matter whether they actu- 
ally represent their objective interests.' 

There might well be counter dis- 
courses among the women and the poor 
in the camps that I have not encoun- 
tered. As Sommers also remarks, "For 
most Bumdi refugees, public silence is 
the safest strategy for survival" (ibid., 
23). I also found that non-elite refu- 
gees-especially women-were not 
very comfortable with expressing their 
opinions to me in public. However, in 
life history interviews with young,non- 
elite men, they would usually open up. 
And usually they would express opin- 
ions about Burundi history that corre- 
sponded with either Palipehutu's or 
O D ' s  versions. As we will see later in 
this paper, the most obvious diversion 
or resistance to elite politics is ex- 
pressed by businessmen in the camps 
who prefer to concentrate on the present 
in the camp rather than on the past and 
future in Burundi. It is difficult to esti- 
mate how much these political ideolo- 
gies represent the "small people" but it 
is certain that they are the dominant 
ideologies in the camp and that they are 
very important for understanding how 
refugees understand their past. 

In conclusion, we may claim that rep- 
resentations of the past make up part of 
political ideologies in refugee camps, 
and for these ideologies to have any 
thrust among refugees they must appeal 
to the refugees and offer themselves as 
the solution to all their problems. They 
do not necessarily reflect what an out- 
sider would consider the objective inter- 
estsof the "smallpeople",but this does 
not disqualify them as powerful ideolo- 

gies, that can mobilize and be internal- 
ized by the "small people." 

These political ideologies do not only 
relate to the problems of the refugees. 
They also have to respond to and adapt 
to changing political agendas in 
Burundi. In order to understand the 
concrete changes in ideologies and con- 
structions of the past inLukole, we must 
analyze the contexts in which the vari- 
ous political movements were created 
and evolved. 

The 1972 Massacres: 
An Eye-opener 

In 1972, an estimated 100,000 Hutu 
were killed by the Burundi army 
(Lemarchand 1989, 22), and it is esti- 
mated that some 150,000 Hutu fled the 
country and settled in refugee camps in 
Tanzania (Lemarchand 1996, 104). In 
1972 all ethnicity was denied discur- 
sive existence by the Tutsi dominated 
Burundian government. The official 
discourse held that the terms Hutu and 
Tutsi were "false" colonial tags that had 
been put on Burundians by the Belgians 
in order to divide and rule. With inde- 
pendence, they argued, the false divi- 
sions of the Burundi people had seized 
to exist, and should therefore not be 
mentioned. Those who mentioned eth- 
nicity were not only guilty of tribalism 
and of splitting the nation, they were 
also traitors to the nation, since unity 
was a defining element of the nation it- 
self. 

Even among the opposition in 
Burundi ethnicity was hardly an issue 
prior to 1972. But the massacres in 1972 
functioned as an eye-opener to the sur- 
viving Hutu, especially those in exile. 
Many refugees related to Malkki how 
they had started to talk to other refugees 
in Tanzania and in this way had 
learned about the extent and scale of the 
massacres. "We realized that we were 
all here for one reason: because we are of 
theHutugroupM (Malkki 1995,11l).The 
refugees from l972had very little educa- 
tion and had not previously beenpoliti- 
cally organized. In fact, they had hardly 
even thought of themselves as Hutu. 
Experiencing the extreme cruelty of the 
massacres and later living in an isolated 
camp, created the need for explanations; 
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explanations that they did not have 
ready made before they fled. Their expe 
rience of one cosmology cracking and 
the need to create anew must have been 
acute. This was the perfect place for radi- 
cal political parties like Palipehutu to 
start "awakening the masses." 

Palipehutu was created in Mishamo 
in April 1980. It conducted an "aware- 
ness campaign" first in refugee camps 
in Tanzania and Rwanda, later inside 
Burundi itself. It is said that Remy 
Gahutu, founder of Palipehutu, pur- 
posefully chose Mishamo as the place to 
start "educating the people" because 
Mishamo was in the middle of virgin 
forest, and people did not have much 
contact with the outside world. 
Ulyankulu, on the other hand, was 
placed next to a railway line, and its 
inhabitants were much to busy trading 
to be bothered with politics and their 
national h i s t~ry .~  The ideology that he 
brought gave them all the answers to 
their questions. It offered an answer to 
their questions of why they were there. 
With the lack of other explanations and 
solutions, Palipehutu's ideology soon 
became hegemonic and its version of 
history the official and only legitimate 
one. Remy Gahutu declares in the Pref- 
ace to his book "Persecution of the Hutu of 
Burundi": 

We urgently demand that the Hutus 
of Burundi who read this book teach 
their children the exact truth about 
their subjugation. The goal of this 
document is to remove the misun- 
derstandings and falsifications of 
Burundian history that have been 
encouraged by certain corrupt mem- 
bers of the blood-soaked Tutsi re- 
gime . . . (Gahutu, no date, 1). 

So, as much as we may envisage that 
myhco-histories merely "emerge" and 
become standardized and authorized 
versions of specific events, we must also 
be aware of the political power struc- 
tures in the camp at their time of produc- 
t i ~ n . ~  

The discursive elements of Pali- 
pehutu's discourse were created in op- 
position to the dominant discourse in 
Burundi at the time. Therefore, its pri- 
mary goal was to prove that Burundi 
was indeed inhabited by several ethnic 

groups. Once it had been established 
that such ethnic groups exist-and 
have existed since time immemorial-it 
could also argue that the Hutu were 
essentially exploited. 

In the above mentioned--almost pro- 
grammatic-document by Remy 
Gahutu, key words are liberation, peo- 
ple's party, unity, awaken the Hutu con- 
sciousness, and the like. Many of these 
remind of socialist jargon of the 
Fanonist brand: It is thenoble duty of the 
avant garde to educate the masses and 
make them aware of their oppression. In 
a chapter named "What can be done to 
save the Hutu" the various subtitles, 
givingus the answer, are as follows: "A. 
The Hutu Must Become Aware of the 
Causes of Their Suffering, B. Hutu 
Unity, C. The Foundation of a Combat- 
ive Party' D. The Necessity for Dynamic 
Leadership, E. What Is at Stake in the 
Hutu Demands, F. The Hutu Must 
Avoid Ideological Quarrels." Again, we 
see how awareness and unity are the 
prime means to achieve the goals. 

The book is also heavily loaded with 
nationalist discourse. In the first section 
of the chapter, mentioned above, 
Gahutu reflects on the Hutu nation: 

A close examination of the situation 
in Burundi show [sic] that the Hutu 
have lost a country which was right- 
fully theirs . . . For a people to strug- 
gle, retake their country, and emerge 
victorious, their primary concern 
must be to strengthen their own iden- 
tity . . . Some Hutu . . . have changed 
their ethnic identity in order to try to 
improve their social status by reject- 
ing their own people. These turn- 
coats are only fooling themselves, 
because the Tutsi have never truly 
accepted them into their ranks. 
(Remy Gahutu, no date, 49) 

Gahutu clearly sees the struggle as a 
nationalist one. The Hutu have a coun- 
try which is rightfully theirs, only it has 
been stolen from them by someone else; 
the late comers and colonizers; the 
Tutsi. Again the taskof Palipehutu cad- 
res is to make the Hutu aware of this fact 
and of their true, authentic, identity. 
Those who deny this identity, the "turn- 
coats," arenot only traitors to the cause, 
they are also fooling themselves; they 
will never be happy, as long as they 

deny authentic identity. This idea 
of a true 'dentity, that cannot and shall 
not be attempted hidden, and of a Volk, 
that belongs to a nation, is typical of the 
kind of Blu t und Boden nationalism, as it 
was fom$ulated by the German roman- 
ticist, Hwder, in the last century. 

Duriqg the 1980s Palipehutu en- 
joyed a lot of popular support, espe- 
cially in refugee camps, being the only 
oppositiQn party of signhcance. In the 
last few years its support seems to have 
dwindled, although it is almost impos- 
sible to obtain reliable facts on the sub- 
ject.1° 

We mqy conclude that the dominant 
national &tories among Burundi refu- 
gees in camps in the 1980s coincided 
with the ideologies of Hutu parties, born 
in exile. These ideologies related to the 
feeling of despair felt by many refugees. 
They alsp related to the discursive 
power-field in Burundi where the main 
aim of theHutu opposition was toprove 
the exis-ce of an ethnic Hutu group. 

From Essentialism to 
Pragmttism? 

Many of tbe refugees in Lukole have lef t 
these ideas for ones that are less essen- 
tialist and, mostly coined in the terms of 
liberal detnocracy. The Hutu Nation is 
rarely meptioned, it is difficult to get a 
refugee W a y  to tell you the anatomic 
differencds between Hutu and Tutsi, 
and "liberation" is now replaced by 
"democracy." Before exploring the con- 
tent of thenew ideologies inLukole refu- 
gee camp, let us shortly look at some of 
the politigal developments that took 
place in vurundi between 1972 and 
1993, and how they relate to the Hutu 
oppositioq's room for manoeuvre. 

The off$ial discourse of the govern- 
ment remqbed much the same formany 
years. A 'htsi blite, mainly from the 
Hima clan and Bururi province, domi- 
nated the ovemment and the armed 
forces. Off k cially, ethnic groups still did 
not exist iq Burundi, and anyone who 
fought for H ~ t u  rights was accused of 
tribalism qnd of trying to destroy na- 
tional unity. 

Howevqr, pressure mounted-espe- 
cially from international donors-to 
reform the government, and Major 
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Pierre Buyoya-president since 1987- 
started reforms towards malti-party 
democracy. Freedom of exprdssion was 
greatly secured and there wkre many 
debates throughout the country 
(Reyntjens 1995,9). Conunittees (con- 
sisting of equal numbers of kutu and 
Tutsi) were created and copferences 
were held to debate "the qqestion of 
National Unity". Obviouslyl the gov- 
ernment was stilldeterminedtoportray 
Burundi as aunity without ethnic divi- 
sions but the realities on the dound and 
the mounting pressure front the Hutu 
opposition were forcing thk govem- 
ment to consider what it called the "di- 
verse component parts of the$urundian 
population." (Charter for National 
Unity, Article 84, quoted frodReyntjens 
1995, 9). 

Finally, in 1992 a multi-pqkty system 
was in place, and in June 1993 an over- 
whelming majority of the $opulation 
voted Frodebu (Front des mmocrates 
du Burundi) into the Natioaal Assem- 
bly and its leader, Melchior Ndadaye, a 
moderate Hutu, in as president. As we 
may recall, this bid not last 
long. With the assassinadion of the 
president a few months latek, the coun- 
try was thrown into a cama$e of killing 
once more." 

So what did these two dqcades do to 
the ~ u t u  in~urundi and to $eir ideolo- 
gies? Firstly, the 1972 massacres were a 
"watershed event" (Lemarcpland, 1996) 
for those who remained in b e  country 
as well as the refugees, and it came to 
have great impact on the* attitudes. 
During the late eighties and earlynine- 
ties Palipehutu began to o$erate inside 
Burundi. They operated clbndestinely 
and started awareness campaigns like 
in the camps. By the tiMe Buyoya 
legalized political parties, many Hutu 
were well aware of their hidtory, thanks 
to Palipehutu cadres. However, 
Palipehutu itself was newr legalized 
and most of its supporters chose to 
support the moderate Frddebu in the 
elections. Frodebu members have ex- 
pressed to me their gratimde towards 
Palipehutu for making t h m  "aware." 

Nevertheless, Frodebu differed from 
Palipehutu in many ways. Given the 
new rules of the playing fi ld in an open 'i 

democratic atmosphere, Frodebu had to 
play by these rules, as opposed to 
Palipehutu that was used to operating 
under quite different rules. Democracy 
and human rights had become the code 
words that replaced liberation and 
unity. They were thenew nodal points, as 
Laclau would have it, around which 
chains of equivalence and antagonisms 
couldbe articulated. And after the 1993 
coup it was the restoration of democ- 
racy that became the key issue for the 
Hutu opposition and hence the Hutu in 
exile. If only democracy in the liberal 
sense of the word, understood asmulti- 
partyism, could be re-installed, every 
Hutu would be happy, and Burundi 
would again experience peace and 
prosperity for everyone. When inter- 
viewing refugees, I would often ask 
them, whether this would be enough. 
Wouldn't there still be a lot of hatred? 
But they would shrug off my doubts. 

Since the vast majority of Hutuvoted 
Frodebu in 1993 the vast majority con- 
tinued to support its successor - the 
CNDD-in exile. Thus most refugees, 
arriving in Tanzania in 1993-94-as 
opposed to the ones from 1972--already 
felt that they belonged to a party, making 
recruitment to other parties, such as 
Palipehutu, more difficult. CNDD was 
created by Leonard Nyangoma and 
other Frodebu members who found that 
the remaining Frodebu leadership was 
giving too many concessions to the 
small but active and increasingly radi- 
cal Tutsi opp~sit ion.~~ 

The attitude towards the Tutsi be- 
comes more ambiguous in this dis- 
course. Whereas the Palipehutu 
supporters in Mishamo had no doubt 
about the malignity of the Tutsi, nor 
about their "racial" differences, both 
physically and mentally (cf. Malkki 
1995,78-80), the refugees inLukole are 
more ambivalent. 

Most CNDD members in Lukole 
would go to great lengths to explain that 
there are no differences between Hutu 
and Tutsi. However, this discourse on 
Hutu-Tutsi relations was often contra- 
dictory. For although there is no differ- 
ence between a Hutu and a Tutsi, you 
canalways tellthe difference after some 
days on their behaviour . Similarly, they 

would explain that there are no physi- 
cal differences, not because there are no 
specific Hutu or Tutsi traits,butbecause 
you get Hutu with Tutsi traits and vice 
versa. Once I let some educated friends 
in the camp, who had explained that 
there are no differences in appearance, 
look through abook of mine on Burundi 
history. Then suddenly one said to the 
other "Tutsi kabisa [a real Tutsi]" and 
pointed to a photo (I think of Prince 
Rwagasore), and they bothlaughed and 
pointed. When I asked what the fuss 
was about, they answered that he 
looked so obviously like a Tutsi, al- 
though they could not explain how. 

Similarly, the interpretation of his- 
tory becomes more ambivalent. There 
seems generally to be less of an obses- 
sion with ancient history. When1 would 
ask refugees when the problems be- 
tweenHutu and Tutsi arose, the answer 
often would be; at independence, in 
1965 whenthe first Hutuprimeminister 
was killed, or in 1972. So, officially at 
least, they actually adhere to the same 
national history as the Burundi regime; 
namely that Hutu and Tutsi lived in 
harmony until they were colonized by 
the Belgians. 

This ambivalence may date back to 
the time of democratic reforms. The gov- 
ernment itself no longer stuck vehe- 
mently to the idea that no ethnic groups 
existed. It had admitted to the idea of 
"component parts." Nevertheless, po- 
litical parties were strictly not allowed 
to use ethnicity in their programs. This 
ambiguous stance onbehalf of the gov- 
ernment was reflected in the opposition. 
On the one hand the whole struggle had 
been for the rights of the Hutu. On the 
other hand Frodebu was very careful to 
avoid being seen as an ethnic party, 
knowing very well that the governing 
Uprona party would seize the opportu- 
nity to accuse Frodebu of being tribalist. 

Another reason for the most of the 
refugees in Lukole to seem less essen- 
tialist has to do with their acute aware- 
ness of the global community.13 
Refugees in Lukole would hear BBC, 
VOA, RPI and South African radio as 
well as Tanzanian, Burundian and 
Rwandan radio, and if they did not have 
a receiver or could not understand Eng- 
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lish, French or Swahili, they would get the 
news from others. Hence they all know 
what the international community is 
preaching in Africa (democracy and human 
rights) and they know what the 
international community says about the 
events in Rwanda in 1994. 

As most scholars on the Great Lakes 
region have commented, one cannot fully 
understand the dynamics of Burundi 
without knowing the dynamics of Rwanda 
and vice versa. The same goes for 
understanding the politics of Hutu 
opposition in Burundi now. They are aware 
that to avoid international opinion against 
them, they must avoid being associated 
with the Hutu genocidaires from Rwanda. 
Therefore CNDD members are very careful 
not to mention anything that might sound 
like Hutu supremacism. In the introduction 
to his book Burundi; The Origins of 
the Hutu- Tutsi Conflict, Leonce 
Ndarubagiye,a TutsimemberofCNDD, 
exiled in Nairobi, warns against comparing 
"the situations of Rwanda and Burundi 
solely on ethnic terms... the policy of Hutu 
of Burundi has nothing to do with that of 
Rwandese Hutu" (Ndarubagiye 1996, xiii). 

From this we may conclude that the 
shift in the dominant discourse in Burundi, 
involving democratic reforms and a partial 
accept of ethnicity, changed the political 
playing field, forcing the Hutu opposition 
to change its ideology and reformulate its 
resistance around issues of democracy and 
human rights. Another reason for aban-
doning essentialist and ethnicist cat 
egories can be found in the fear among 
Burundian Hutu of being compared with 
the genocidaires of Rwanda. 

Politics and History in Lukole 

Exploring politics in the refugee camp is a 
daunting task. Political activity is strictly 
not allowed by the Tanzanian Ministry of 
Home Affairs (MHA) as this might 
jeopardize the already strained relations 
between Tanzania and Burundi. After 
being in the camp for some time, people 
did, however, open up to me and tell 
something-albeit not all-of what was going 
on. 

It is generally held that the refugees 
who fled immediately after Ndadaye's 
assassination, were often either educated 
or held some political office as Frodebu 
members (among them a few 
burgomasters). They fled because they 
felt personally threatened. Other refugees 
arrived in 1995, fleeing from fighting 
between rebels and government troops in 
Giteranyi Commune just across the 
boarder. They were usually uneducated 
peasants fleeing en masse from the 
fighting. They were originally kept in a 
different refugee camp and were moved 
to Lukole in early 1997. 

It is widely agreed among the refugees 
that the 1993-94 refugees are 
overwhelmingly Frodebistes / CNDD 
supporters, while Palipehutu still enjoys 
some support among the later arrivals. It 
is difficult to estimate how much this is 
true and how much it is rumours, as all 
political activity is clandestine. Equally 
there are many local theories as to why 
this is so. From my observations, 
however, there seems to be a correlation 
between time of arrival and political 
alliance. The Frodebu leaders that fled in 
1993-94 naturally took their political 
ideas with them and consolidated their 
power in Lukole-often becoming street 
leaders, NGO employees, or security 
guardians. The later arrivals had 
experienced a climate of ethnic 
radicalization in Burundi from 1993 until 
they fled in 1995-96. They were 
thus more "available" to radical poli 
tics. Furthermore, as far as I have been 
able to gather, the rebels fighting in their 
commune were Palipehutu. And as they 
were put in a separate camp at first, the 
established leadership in Lukole could not 
manage to rein them in time. 

Finally, letus remember that not eve-
rything in the camp is related to politics, 
nor is everyone interested in politics. 
Neither are they very interested in the 
history of their country. There are other 
ways of coping in exile; other strategies to 
feel a sense of meaning in life. Young men 
especially will spend all their time and 
energy trying to accumulate a little extra 
money by running all sorts of bus iness; 
from bicycle taxis to trading in USAID 
maize rations and running bars and video 
halls.14 This strategy is 

focussed on the present and their own 
immediate benefits for themselves and their 
families in the camp. National history does 
not interest them much, and politics will 
just get you into trouble. Thus we find a 
dichotomy between those refugees who try 
to understand the past and change the 
future of the Hutu people as a whole, and 
those who invest in the present and their 
immediate family. 15 

Conclusion 

This paper has attempted to explain how 
different versions of the past are generated 
and become sometimes "the" legitimate 
version in certain contexts. The reason for 
going into this was the discovery of totally 
different versions of history among 
Burundian Hutu in Lukole refugee camp. 

There is no doubt that the social con-
ditions of the refugees in exile playa big 
role in shaping their understanding of 
national history. As Malkki pointed out, 
there was an abysmal difference between 
the refugees living in Mishamo refugee 
camp and those living in Kigoma town, 
when it came to their understanding of and 
interest in their common past. Similarly 
there are differences between most of the 
refugees in Lukole in the late 1990s and the 
refugees in Mishamo in the 1980s. 

As Malkki so rightly notes, the mythico-
history is a cosmology. It helps explain to 
the refugees why they are where they are. 
But this process of creating a national 
history and hence a nation is no innocent 
game. It takes place in a complicated 
power field and inserts itself and asserts 
itself in that field. Therefore this paper has 
attempted to analyze this power field. We 
have seen how the hegemonic discourse in 
Burundi-partially due to global changes 
and partially due to resistance within the 
country-had to shift in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s. This shift in the hegemonic 
discourse resulted in a shift in the 
possibilities of resistance. Resistance had 
to be formulated around other issues, 
other nodal points. Consequently, the main 
opposition Hutu party of the 1990s, 
Frodebu, has a some 
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what different ideology to the main 
party of the 1980s, Palipehutp. 

Whereas Palipehutu emphpsizes lib- 
eration, nationalism, and Hqtu unity, 
Frodebu emphasizes human qights and 
democracy. Apart from these differ- 
ences, Palipehutu is more preoccupied 
withhistory. Its supporters share a cos- 
mology that is "at once comp#ling and 
frightening" (Malkki 1995,2$8). 

Not many refugees inLukqle seem to 
know of these mythic0 histoties. Their 
version of national history is pragmatic 
and in many ways contradqtory and 
flawed. The reasons for cont$adictions 
couldbe due to the essence of pragmatic 
histories; they are not fully fledged, co- 
herent cosmologies. There co@d alsobe 
contradictions because of thp inherent 
contradictions in the politic4 ideology 
of Frodebu. 

In Lukole both ~rodebu and 
Palipehutuhave supporters and alleg- 
edly Frodebu is much bi ger than 
Palipehutu. The question !t whether 
Frodebu's pragmatic version of na- 
tional history will remain do-t. As 
we saw, the historical cha&es in the 
power fieldinBurundiprovqd advanta- 
geous for Frodebu, and it wps difficult 
for Palipehutu to spread its jdeology in 
the camp. But can a pragmqtic history 
survive in a refugee camp fo lon if it is f g up against a beautiful and dangerous 
mythico-history; a history fiat appeals 
through its clarity and sdngth? Will 
the radicalization of politics inside 
Burundi not call for more ~adical na- 
tional myths in the refugee camps as 
well? Will the strength of t$e Frodebu 
leadership and the physicql setting of 
the camp, with its abundance of traders, 
be able to keep Palipehutu at bay? Or 
willFrodebuitself start sliding towards 
a more essentialist, ethnicigt ideology? 
The future of national histories in 
Lukole is in no ways certaip. 

On a more general level, this paper 
has shed light on how the pplitical field 
greatly influences which l&tories and 
cosmologies refugees believe in, and 
how objective life conditiohs in or out- 
side of camps certainly influence but 
cannot explain the emergence of spe- 
cific ideologies. Finally, while refugees 
certainly are constrained and condi- 

tioned by life in camps, we must not 
presume that they are isolated from the 
outside world; the changing relations of 
power in their country of origin, re- 
gional geopolitical developments, and 
global trends are all monitored and in- 
terpreted by people living in refugee 
camps. All this information is proc- 
essed into rumours and myths and in- 
terpreted according to the available 
ideologies in the camp. During thisproc- 
ess some ideologies may have to change 
or give way to others, as has hap- 
pened-and is constantly happen- 
ing-among Burundian refugees in 
Tanzania. 

Notes 
1. This paper is based on a year's field work 

in Lukole, a camp for Burundian refugees 
in Tanzania, and makes up a small part of 
a research project with the primary objec- 
tive of exploring how young men adapt to 
life in a refugee camp. 

2. The right to tell the history of Burundi or to 
have any political opinion is virtually re- 
served for men. 

3. This conflict over the true nature of the 
conflict in Burundi has also spread to the 
academic world, making it v G  difficult to 
manoeuvre withoutbeing accused ofbeing 
pro-Hutu or pro-Tutsi. This is what  ens 
Lemarchand has termed "the meta-con- 
flict" &emarchand 1996,17-33). 

4. Without going into too much detail here, 
my understanding of the relation is in- 
spired by Slavoj Zizek (Zizek 1989) and 
Emesto Laclau (Laclau 1994) and their 
reading of Lacan in political analysis. 

5. In Lacanian terms, ideologies promise to 
suture the rift that prevent sthe community 
from being what it ought to be. 

6. Similar obedience to the leaders has been 
attributed a significant role in organizing 
the genocide in Rwanda in 1994 (Cf. 
Prunier 1995). 

7. We encounter a similar debate on the "in- 
timidators" in the camps for Rwandan 
refugees in Tanzania and Zaire. If we ac- 
cept that "civilian" refugees actually be- 
lieved that theTutsi would kill them upon 
return, the issue of intimidators becomes 
irrelevant. Such people donotneedintimi- 
dating. 

8. This information is based on interviews 
with refugees in Lukole, some of whom 
had lived inMishamo and Ulyankulu, and 
withEtienne Karatase, (former?) leader of 
Palipehutu. 

9. Of course, politics should 
broader terms than party 
ever, for the simplicity of th 
have chosen to focusonparty 
camps. This choice is also due to thd- . 
whelming presence of partypoliticsfotmd 
in the camp. 

10. All parties claim much larger support than 
they have, and like to take the honour for 
any rebel activity in Burundi. However, 
even Palipehutu supporters do talk of the 
problems that they now face compared 
with the "good old days" of Remy Gahutu. 

11. For competent analyses of what Reyntjens 
has termed "the most successful aborted 
coup in history" (Reyntjens 1995,116) see 
Lemarchand (1996) and Reyntjens [1995). 

12. InMay 1998asplitoccurredinCNDR)with 
the former chief-of-staff JeantBosco 
Ndayikengurukiye claiming tobe thenew 
leader and becoming the leader of krhat is 
now known as CNDD-FDD. 

13. There is no doubt that my being conceived 
of as a part of international opiniOn, or at 
least a link to the international community, 
biased the stories that were presented to 
me. However, it is still interesting to note 
that they knew in which way tocensor the 
information that was given to me, i.e., to 
leave out essentialist, ethnicist opidonand 
replace it with the rhetoric of denmcracy 
and human rights. 

14. I discuss the changing roles of young men 
in thecampsin Angry YoungMen in Camps: 
Losses and New Opportunities (forthcom- 
ing). 

15. This is reflected in their attitudes towards 
education. The politicized elite will often 
see education not only as a way of aug- 
menting ones chances in life. 1t is 
also an investment in the future of the Hutu 
people. Traders, on the other hand, will 
dismiss this and (rightly) claim that edu- 
cated Hutu always are the first to be de- 
capitated in Burundi. 
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Epilogue 
The Scandal of the Refugee: Some peflections on the "Inter" of 

International Relations 
Michael Dillon 

Abstract 

The refugee is a sandal forph$osophy in 
that the refugee recalls the radical insta- 
bility of meaning and the incabculability 
ofthe human. The refugee is a scandal for 
politics also, however, in that Uheadvent 
of the refugee is always a reprwch to the 
fomzation ofthe political ordet or subjec- 
tivity which necessarilygiv@ rise to the 
refugee. The scandal is intensi@pany 
politics of identity which piresupposes 
that thegoal of politics is the realization 
of sovereign identity. The prfncipal ar- 
gument, then, is that what Izpill call the 
scandal of the refugee i l lumbtes both 
the fundamental entologi~al deter- 
minations of international pblitics and 
the character of political action, because 
the refugee is both afunction the inten- 
tionnl political destruction $ the onto- 
logical horizons of peoplds always 
already heterogeneous wc)rlds, and 
effects an equally fundawental de- 
construction of the ontologic~l horizons 
which constitute theequally heterogene- 
ous worlds into which, as refqgees, these 
people are precipitated. It is precisely on 
this concreteand corgoreal sile that both 
the ontological horizons and the allied 
political decision-making ~f modern 
politics are thrown into stark reliefand 
profoundly called into questllon. For it is 
precisely here that the very actions of 
modern politics both create and address 
the incidence of its own massband self- 
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generated, political abjection. If that is 
one of the principal ends of international 
relations, one isforced to ask, what does 
it takeas its beginning? I f ,  in other words, 
the vernacular political architecture of 
modem international power commonly 
produces l:lE forcibly displaced peo- 
pleglobally, one is inclined to ask about 
the foundations upon which that archi- 
tecture is itselfbased. 

La rhlitkdu refugeest unescandalepour 
la philosophie en cela que le rdfu@nous 
rappelle l'instabilitkradicalede la signi- 
fication et l'incalculabilitk de l'humain. 
Mais lerdfugdest aussiun scandale pour 
la politique en cela que l'avi?tmnent du 
r@gik est toujours un  reproche h la for- 
mation de l'ordre politique ou de la sub- 
jectivitt qui suscite nkcessairement 
l'apparition du rdfu@. Le scandale est 
intensijZpar toute politiquede l'identitk 
qui prksuppose que le but du politiqueest 
la rhlisation del'identitksouveraine. Le 
principal argument, dam ce cas, est que 
ceque jenommerais le&ledu rdfugk! 
illumine h la fois les dkterminations on- 
tologiques fondamentales de la politique 
internationale et le caract2re de l'action 
politique, car le rkfugik est h la fois une 
fonction de l'intentionnelle destruction 
politique des horizons ontologiques des 
mondes toujours-dkjri hktkoghes des 
peuples, et ilentrafneune tout aussi fon- 
damentaledestruction des horizons onto- 
logiques qui constitue les mondes tout 
aussi hktkoghes duns lesquels, en tant 
que rttfgds, ces peuples sont prkcipitks. 
C'est exactement sur ce site concret et 
corporel que les horizons ontologiques 
et les prises de ddcision corollaires de la 
politique modme sont mis h nu etferme- 
ment remis en question. Car c'est exacte- 
ment ici que l'action eflective de la 
politique moderne crke et envisage les 
incidences de sa propre abjection politi- 

que, massive et autogMrie. Si cela est 
unedes principalesfinalitks des relations 
internationales, force est de demander 
que se donnent-elles comme point de dt- 
part? En d'autres termes, si l'architec- 
ture politique vernaculaire du pouvoir 
international moderne produit ordinai- 
rement l:l15personnesglobalementdk- 
plackes deforce, on est en droit de poser 
des question sur les fondements sur les- 
quels repose une tellearchitecture. 

"If yougaze longenough into an abyss, 
the abyss willgaze back into you."' 

Introduction: The "Inter" of 
International Relations and the 
Refugee 

Neither aco-nationalnor, even, another 
national, the refugee is, instead, distin- 
guished precisely because s\he i s  
located in the strange territory o f  es- 
trangement which is located between 
the two; denaturalized, as a recent study 
o f  migrationnotes, having "no  means o f  
identifi~ation."~ Neither in nor out- 
while nonetheless, o f  course, actually 
bearing the name o f  some previous iden- 
tification on, and existing in a carefully 
def ined no-where place within the 
boundaries o f  some other nation or 
state, so clearly also undeniably 
present-hebr brings the very "Inter" o f  
international relations t o  the fore- 
ground in a disturbing and unusual 
way, insisting that it become the concen- 
trated focus o f  attention which it de- 
serves tobe. 

In search o f  a home, because forcibly 
deprived, b y  violent and sustained po- 
litical intent, o f  their previous home, the 
refugee brings t o  presence the very 
question o f  the home as such, and o f  its 
relation to  politics. The refugee is a sup- 
pliant in search o f  a home, with pahi- 
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fully indelible memories of a home that 
once was. Often with an abiding, 
seducing, nostalgia for a home that 
never was. For the violent event of dis- 
placement, of dislocation and subse- 
quent diaspora, itself generates a 
necessary representation of home 
which inevitably calls into question 
what home was really like. No one 
knows what home was really like, how- 
ever, because the home recalled is not 
the home that was and yet also, thehome 
that was could not have been the se- 
curely domesticated home one thought 
it was, because it proved so susceptible 
to radical dispersal and dissolution. 
The question of the home is therefore 
radically problematized by the unset- 
tled, and is never resettled even when 
the unsettled regains a home.3 

How, then, in all the senses of this 
term, is one to address the refugee? And 
how does that problem of address illu- 
minate what the refugee illuminates 
about the human condition as such? 
For, while intentionally displaced, the 
refugee is not purposefully sent. 
Equally, while in desperate need of sus- 
tainable and survivable means of habi- 
tation, the refugee is not destined for 
some previously inscribed forwarding 
address. This experience-literally, of 
no known address-discloses some- 
thing that is itself fundamental to the 
human: its very own lack of address, its 
own unsettledness. Their names erased, 
or Babelised, the places from which they 
fled changed beyond original recogni- 
tion by the violence of expulsion itself, the 
refugee is one who-no longer safely 
responding to their previous name- 
cannot be hailed securely by that origi- 
nal ethnic, religious, social or political 
designation. An administrative cat- 
egory for that which is no longer reliably 
fixed, locatable or designatable-one 
waiting in a sometimes interminable 
line, camp or holding-tank, for some 
other assignment-the refugee is hu- 
man or s\he is nothing; or, at least, noth- 
ing but raw stuff. Here, then, is the 
inescapable and irresolvable, yet also 
practical and immediate-indeed, in 
our times massively posed-onto- 
political question, that the refugee 
brings to presence. What is tobehuman, 

when the human is precisely that which 
is in between-neither simply one 
thing, nor the other, precisely "inter" 
without a secure term or dwelling 
place? And how arenot onlypoliticsbut 
the thought of the political related to this 
question? The very advent of the being 
who is precisely without secure arid 
unambiguous home, identity or name, 
the refugee both raises our need while 
challenging our capacity to articulate or 
acknowledge the "we." That,Isuggest, 
is not only the territory of the political in 
an age which has to be out-lived if the 
human is to have a future, it is also, and 
quite precisely, the territory of the inter 
of an international relations that is ca- 
pable of out-thinking its own tradi- 
tional designation; as a techne, skilled in 
calculating the inter-subjective political 
arithmetic of Modernity's given politi- 
cal subjectivities. For it is precisely that 
arithmetic obsession-the techne of 
modern political subjectification and 
governance itself-which now pro- 
duces its own massive political 
abjection in the form of the refugee. 

The Refugee as Constitutive 
Outsider 
Exadlybecause s\ he destroys the old 
trinity of state-nation-territory, the 
refugee, an apparently marginal fig- 
ure, deserves on the contrary to be 
considered the central figure of our 
own political history.' 

What historical politicality-quality or 
project of being political, circumscrib- 
ing the very domain of political intelligi- 
bility-is raised here by the advent of 
the refugee? What are we to make of 
what is going on when the political dis- 
course of state-nation-territory does not 
merely enact that which it names-ma- 
terializing the state, the nation and the 
territory-but the very "outside" upon 
which it draws for the articulation of its 
most traditional legitirnatory functions; 
representation of the people, and the 
monopoly not only of the legitimate use 
of force for the purposes of security but, 
also, the prior monopolistic determina- 
tion of the definition of h a t ?  What 
conclusions are we to draw from the 
following observations? That the 
harder a politics conditioned to secure 

production of the coherent 
identity "-*I? t which its discourses refer, 
the more it seems to produce, "the un- 
speakable, the unviable, the non- 
narrativiaable . . . the tra~matic,"~upon 
whichit relies. Yet, also, the more itpro- 
duces thak which it cannot abide, the 
more the impossibility of its project is 
confirmed; such that, what remains 
outside the political subject, set there by 
the very acts which found the subject, 
persists a$ an integrally defining nega- 
t i v i ~ . ~  In what ways might this seem- 
ingly paradoxical political condition 
have becoine not only the condition but 
also thevefy occasion of some further, of 
some othdr, political thought and ac- 
tion? 
This essay on the theme of the refugee 

is not, thafore, an essay in the largely 
policy analytic tradition of refugee stud- 
ies. Neither is it simply an essay in iden- 
tity politids, whereby the fear of the 
other, ene*y or stranger is exploited in 
the contestkition over the constitution of 
certain W d s  of political subjectivity. 
The scandd to which it refers is a quite 
different register of scandal, also, from 
that in whilch we are usually invited to 
share when we are gathered by political 
and media representations of it to wit- 
ness the gpectacle of the refugee's 
abjection. Moving beyond that register 
of scandal) the essay offers a different 
one, and sbks as well to indicate the 
measure of its political implications, 
This register of scandal is plural. It re- 
fers to the scandal of the human as such. 
It addressels also the scandal of the in- 
hospitabilib of the techne of modem 
politics: pdlitics understood as techne, 
politics technologized by techne; poli- 
tics whose $nd has become the applica- 
tion and operation of techne. Finally, and 
relatedly, ik provokes the scandalous 
thought that the political project to 
which m e r n  politics itself now gives 
rise is preciWly not that of its self-reali- 
zation: not that of the instantiation of 
sovereignv; not that of the securing of a 
home, not dhat of the resolution of al- 
ienation;n&that, even, of the represen- 
tation of thepeople. It is the challenge to 
out-live the global politics of Modernity 
itself. Out-like, that is, in all of the senses 
of that phrase: survive; exceed; tran- 
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scend; live more fully than the totality 
which the modem in modem politics 
both promises and threatens: though it 
is, ordinarily, bound to renege on the 
promise and fail fully to realize it as a 
threat. 

Different identity politics, of course, 
determine different things to be alien to 
them. How the alien appears, and the 
experience of the alien as alien, also 
waxes and wanes, however, according 
to different times and according to dif- 
ferent philosophical systems. How the 
alien is alien similarly determines how 
the self-same-in both philosophy and 
politics-is itself not simply consti- 
tuted, but continuously re-inaugurated 
in the process of trying to make the alien 
proper. There, theref~re~brewsnot only 
beneath all identity politics, but also 
beneath all allied philosophical sys- 
tems, a secret horror alieni that 
insidiously seeks to dispel all aliens- 
alienness itself-to divest things of eve- 
rything enigmatic and strange. If they 
cannot do that, they seek, instead, to 
drive-out the stranger, making that es- 
trangement the bearer of all that such 
systems find fearsome and tlweatening, 
evil, sinful and barbarous. 

The constitution of any scxial group 
or political community is amatter of the 
exercise of inclusions and exclusions. 
The semantic field of the alien is, there- 
fore, manifold and its political register 
is determinative of political commu- 
nity. All this is, by now, well-appreci- 
ated. 

Mass expulsion and forceful dis- 
placement of peoples are not, of course 
therefore, a modern phenomenon. 
Equally, exile and diaspora are not ex- 
clusively modemexperiences. But, if all 
philosophical systems, and all social 
and political grouping, are constituted 
on the basis of complex practices of in- 
clusion and exclusion, then the nature 
of modem inclusions and exclusions 
are peculiar to and, therefore, do dis- 
close something fundamental about, the 
particular character of political Moder- 
nity, Albeit the point being explored 
here is not at all dependent upon the 
question of quantity, the sheer scale of 
the mass forced displacement of peo- 
ples globally in our times, for example, 

does seem to be distinctive, and it has 
given rise to analytical crises in those 
areas of study-migration and refugee 
studies, for example-as well as politi- 
cal crisis in those areas of national and 
international policy-making concerned 
with immigration, emigration, refugee 
protection, humanitarian intervention, 
asylum-seeking and regulation? That 
crisis serves here, however, as a pretext 
which, in addition, possesses a power- 
ful rhetorical appeal for broaching a 
discussion which would apply even if 
there was only one displaced, one non- 
assignable, human being in the world. 

The violent character of modem glo- 
bal estrangement also seems to be ex- 
traordinarily diverse. Consider, for 
example, the cast of out-casts which 
distinguishes modem forced displace- 
ment of peoples: refugee; political refu- 
gee; development refugee; internal 
refugee; asylum seeker; oustee; depor- 
tee; relocee; involuntary displaced per- 
son; involuntarily resettled person; 
forced migrant; involuntary migrant, 
and so on. Consider, too, the portfolio of 
policies that have given rise to them: 
war; internal security actions; low- 
intensity operations; pacification; 
ethnocide; genocide; pogroms; political 
repression; racial and religious dis- 
crimination; conquest;colonization; ter- 
ritorial appropriation; state-building; 
nation-building; self-determination; 
famine: urbanization; industrializa- 
tion; and development. In 1993, out of a 
world population of about 5 billion the 
UNHCR estimated that around 1 in 
every 130 people had been forced into 
flight across state  border^.^ Given the 
complexity and confusion surrounding 
the production and movements of refu- 
gees, together with the shifting legal 
politics of classification which charac- 
terizes the categorization of people as 
refugees, the precision of these figures is 
questionable and said significantly to 
underestimate the scale of the phenom- 
enon. Later reports, "including people 
forced into flight within their own state 
territories, thus classlfymg refugees as 
part of an extraordinarily large and vari- 
egated global phenomenon of coerced 
displacement, therefore record that 

something in the region of 1 in 115 peo- 
ple find themselves in this condition? 

While, "there are as many reasons for 
moving as there are migrants,"1° glo- 
bally-and it is now increasingly diffi- 
cult for migration analysts and 
legislators alike to distinguish effec- 
tively between voluntary migration, in- 
voluntary migration, forced migration 
and expulsion-the production of the 
modem refugee is distinctive, and does 
differ from earlier, particularly nine- 
teenth century refugees, in the way in 
which it is defined in terms of the whole- 
sale devastation of the very ontological 
horizons of their worlds and their re- 
duction to worldless beings unwelcome 
amongst the worldliness of others. At- 
tributed to a complex combination of 
war; violent mass political repression; 
geo-political instability; regional and 
global economic transformation, in the 
form of the re-division and re-distribu- 
tion of capital, labour and industry; 
man-made environmental disaster; and 
civil conflict, the overwhelmingly sin- 
gle most important reasonnow is, how- 
ever, violent internecine conflict. The 
vast majority of refugees are precipi- 
tated by generic violence against civil- 
ian populations. "Virtually all of the 
refugee producing conflicts taking 
place in the world during the early part 
of 1993," according to the UNHCR 
study, "were within states rather than 
between them."ll Development studies 
have, however, documented how devel- 
opment itself also generates at least 
equal numbers of refugees as well. In 
short, the modern refugee is an 
(inter)national political production of 
its age and cannot but disclose the 
fundaments of it. 

It is not my intention, however, to re- 
fine either the taxonomies of these mod- 
ern out-castsnor that of the policies that 
have given rise to them. Taxonomies are 
generally concerned with advancing 
knowledgeable control of the objects of 
study by refining their categorization. I 
want, instead, to probe into what the 
refugee as such discloses about modem 
politics. I amconcerned, on the contrary, 
therefore, with precisely that which- 
like the refugeewhile categorizable 
nonetheless exceeds categorization. For 
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the refugee, like the human itself, is al- 
ways both more and less than human, 
Thus, while the manifold ways in which 
expulsion and revulsion are experi- 
enced can be taxonomized, and taxo- 
nomic precision has its advantages in 
other forms of argument, expulsion and 
revulsion-the effect of being strange or 
estranged-always brings to presence 
the uncanniness of strangeness as such. 
That is to say, the uncanniness of Being 
within a category categorized as being 
without a category-that of the refu- 
gee--discloses the very uncanniness of 
the human itself, its improbable condi- 
tion of always already containing both 
more and less than it seems it ought 
naturally to contain. 

Because the constitution of any so- 
cial group or political community is a 
matter of the exercise of inclusions and 
exclusions consequently does not mean 
to say that one set of inclusions and 
exclusions is the same as any other. Nor 
is it to say that because there have al- 
ways been people who have been out- 
casts we can legitimately concentrate 
upon the native and the home, and thus 
forget about the stranger and the out- 
side. On the contrary the "we" is inte- 
grally related to, because formed by, this 
relationship with the alien. Given the 
horrors inflicted upon the alien, it is 
understandable, indeed almost ortho- 
dox, to deny difference and urgently 
champion an all encompassing inclu- 
sion so as to mitigate or eradicate the 
terrors of exclusion. 

Here, too, however, arises a further 
reverberation of the scandal of the refu- 
gee in the form of another scandalous 
thought. To be more fully "we" might 
precisely not entailbeing a more inclu- 
sive"we." The politicality of such a way 
of being would necessarily also com- 
prise, therefore, other, precisely 
deconstructive, political entailments, 
practices,dispositions and sensibilities 
extending, and differing quite sigrufi- 
cantly from, those of any politics or 
project of inclusivity. It might, instead, 
entail different ways of thinking about, 
and different ways of seeking to 
entertain, that very relationship of 
alienness-what Nancy calls the "we" 
of being-with-which literally articu- 

lates us the human-expresses and 
joins, joins by expressing, links through 
the medium of Language itself. 

All order, in short, encounters the 
alien or the strange which is defined not 
in relation to itself at all. Such alienness 
is beyond the trial of propriety to which 
strangeness is continuously submitted, 
including especially those codified in 
immigration and asylum-seeking pro- 
cedures: a wonderfully "naive" in- 
stance of which follows: 
Are you or have you at any time been an 

anarchist, or a member of or afiliated 
with a Communist or other totalitar- 
ian party? 

Have you advocated or taught, by per- 
sonal utterance, by written or printed 
matter, or through affiliation with an 
organization (a) opposition to organ- 
ized government; (b) the overthrow of 
government by force; (c) the assaulting 
or killing of government officials be- 
cause of their official character; (d) the 
unlawful destruction of property; (e) 
sabotage; (f) the doctrines of world 
communism, or the establishment of a 
totalitarian dictatorship in the United 
States? 

Have you engaged in or do you intend to 
engage in prejudicial activities or un- 
lawful activities of a subversive na- 
ture? 

Are you ajflicted with psychopathic per- 
sonality, sexual deviation, mental de- 
fect, narcotic drug addiction, chronic 
alcoholism, or any dangerous conta- 
gious disease? 

Are you a pauper, professional beggar or 
vagrant? 

Are you a polygamist or do you advocate 
polygamy? 

Have you committed or have you been con- 
victed of a crime of moral turpitude?12 
These are among the questions you 

would have to answer should you be 
seeking to join, and be accepted as a 
proper member of, the United States. 
Other trials of propriety, however, are 
more Kafkaesque than farcical. 

The alienness to which I am referring 
now concerns an alienness which is not 
the property of any person, people, 
place or thing. It does not belong to en- 
tities, albeit that it comes to presence in 
the appearance of persons or things. 

Propriety oesnotattach toit all. Hence 
it is not a 1 roperty of the world but an 
indelible, if fugitive, aspect of the world 
within whose horizon it is continu- 
ously and variously encountered. The 
semantic field, and thus also the politi- 
cal register of the alien-here through 
the figure ofthe refugee-in always dis- 
closing this alienness, consequently 
also simultaneously always betrays the 
philosophical register of the horroralieni 
as well. Buried in the political register of 
that horror alieni is therefore also some- 
thing more fundamental about the 
fundaments of being that philosophy, 
and thus political Modernity, is in- 
clined to express. 

For the refugee alerts us to, by bring- 
ing to presence our awareness of, a dif- 
ferent ontological condition definitive 
in many ways of the ontological turn; 
that of the ontological difference be- 
tweenbeings and Being as such. Recog- 
nition of the ontological difference is 
recognition of the mutually disclosive 
belonging together of Being and be- 
ings-of the excess that always already 
inhabits the being of human being, 
whose absent presence doesnot come to 
presence as such-which gives rise to 
the deconstruction which is always al- 
ready at work in the coming to presence 
of human being and of Language; the 
mode in which it comes to presence. 
Thus deconstruction is less a technique 
than the irresistible consequence of the 
ontological difference whose play 
makes of humanbeing a free and incom- 
plete plethos, 

Alert to this ontological dimension of 
identity politics, we can be alerted also 
to that other register of scandal to which 
I referred in my opening. It is that 
strangeness, then, the strangeness 
which comes to presence with the ad- 
vent of the stranger or the alien, takes 
this essay not only through but also 
beyond identity politics-where the al- 
ien or the stranger is regarded as viru- 
lent because the idea of order is 
premised upon the operation or realiza- 
tion of a unity, even of an ensemble of 
many beingeto scandalizes its philo- 
sophical underpinnings: traditional 
understandings of the idea-the eidos- 
of unity as such. For the advent of any 
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stranger is the limit at which the integral 
and indelible strangeness of the human 
condition as such makes its appear- 
ance. 

Accepting that other times and other 
forms of life have treated strangers 
badly, or manufactured strangers of 
themselves, does not, then, deny that 
modem estrangement happens in its 
own modem way and for its ownmod- 
em reasons. We can therefore note that 
our age is one in which political order is 
not simply premised upon the realiza- 
tion of a unitary but on a certain kind of 
technological, utile uniformity of, iden- 
tity; in pursuit of which the very activi- 
ties of their own states, together with the 
global capitalism of states and the envi- 
ronmental degradation of many popu- 
lous regions of the planet, have made 
many millions radically endangered 
strangers in their own homes, as well as 
criminalized or anathematized stran- 
gers in the places to which they have 
been forced to flee. Although we have 
some sense of why it was, it is, nonethe- 
less, still utterly astonishing that- 
while millions upon millions of people 
were engaged in massive Trans-oceanic 
Euro-American and intra European 
migration, itself accompanied by the 
forcible transfer of at least equal num- 
bers of people through the globally com- 
mercialized slave trade and, later, the 
so-called "coolie migration"--it was 
insisted that politics be understood as 
grounded upon a secure triangulation 
of territory, nation and state; when the 
facts so massively spoke of the mobility 
of people, the mutability of boundaries, 
the "mongrel-arlry" of nations and the 
specular artificiality of the state. 

The scale of the politically 
instrumental-deliberate, legal and 
policy-initiated-manufacture of es- 
trangement in world politics necessar- 
ily calls into question, therefore, the very 
moral and political foundations and 
accomplishments of the modem age; 
particularly those of the state and of the 
international system of states. 

In such circumstances-and given 
the vaunted political and moral claims 
made imbehalf of states and of the inter- 
national state system, as well as of 
so-called international society-we 

seem increasingly left not knowing to 
what symbolic space, to what under- 
standing of the human way of being, we 
can entrust what we variously call free- 
dom and humanity.13 Modem politics, 
the politics of Modemity, continuously 
undermines, however, its own most vio- 
lent, most intense, most totalizing at- 
tempts to securely free humanity. And 
this is not because of some technical 
deficiency on its part the global politics 
of Modernity is the expression of poli- 
tics as techne. It is because it is not real- 
izable. In the process the modern 
expression of identity politics, while 
thus disclosing something also about 
themodern world's response to strange- 
ness as such, provides a powerful inti- 
mation that the reception which the 
modem we accords the strangeness of 
the human way of being is what the very 
dis-order of political modernity itself 
calls into question. 

Specifically, modern political 
subjectificationcreates its own peculiar 
form of political abjection. Originally 
applied to French Huguenots who fled 
to England after the revocation of the 
Edict of Nantes in 1685-and therefore 
a direct function of early modern 
absolutist understandings of the 
entailments of stable, legitimate and 
authoritative political order, and their 
consequences-the refugee is precisely 
the figure which identifies the political 
abjection of the modem age. 

Abject means cast-out, abjection 
means also the act of expelling. It marks 
the failure of the political subject to be a 
pure political subject even in the act of 
trying to realize that ideal. Marking the 
porosity of the limits of that which seeks 
to be the self-same, it is the waste which 
continuously disturbs identity, system 
and orderbecause as the outside repro- 
duced by the inside it continuously ir- 
rupts in a way which erodes the very 
parametersby which the inside seeks to 
be defined. That which the effort to 
subjechfy creates, its production marks 
the impossibility-the abject failure- 
of what modern political subjec- 
tification idealizes and aims to realize. 
For the political practices of burning, 
chasing, raping, expelling, degrading, 
murdering, humiliating, terrorizing, 

excoriating, removing, burying, hiding, 
suppressing and devastating, invent 
and re-invent the very waste they name 
and exorcise in the process of continu- 
ously re-inaugurating, as politics, a cer- 
tain imperative of political unity and 
malleable uniformity. Waste, as Ricoeur 
noted, is not waste without its wasting 
processes; its protocols of purgative 
production.14 Neither is it undifferenti- 
ated since its processes of production 
are themselves plural. Abjection-the 
systems own self-produced and self- 
producing perturbation-is neither in- 
side nor outside but the in-between, 
boundary or limit which enacts the dif- 
ferentiation. Abjection is (inter)national 
politics, and as (inter)national politics 
it insists on a preoccupation with the 
inter anterior to the national. 

Since the seventeenth century, of 
course, while the intemational defini- 
tion of the refugee specifies the crossing 
of state borders, the incidence of "refu- 
geeism"-to coin an awful neologism 
for an awful condition-has been ex- 
tended in many intensive ways to the 
massive forced re-location of peoples 
within their existing territorial bounda- 
ries and for the purposes of "develop- 
ment" and, "resettlement" rather than 
of traditionally religious or political 
persecution. Social Scientific research 
on involuntary resettlement mush- 
roomed between 1984 and 1994 in re- 
sponse to the discovery that WorldBank 
funded development projects-notably 
those concerned with the building of 
large-scale dams-manufactured mas- 
sive impoverishment instead.15 Com- 
plexly complicit in the violent 
appropriative and exploitative politics 
of the political andeconomic elites of the 
recipient states, politically mandated 
mass re-locations of people did not 
merely enrich some and pauperize 
most, in ways systematically related to 
the mutations of global capitalism, but 
effectively and radically de-worlded 
those who were resettled. That in turn 
provoked reformations of identitybome 
out of resistance to the experience itself. 
Here, then, is a further mutation of the 
processes and protocols of the produc- 
tion of abjection which discloses some- 
thing else about the governmental 
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imperatives of politics in late modem 
times. In consequence: 

Development-caused displacements, 
that seemed to be piecemeal occur- 
rences and were estimated as totaling 
far less than the number of refugees 
worldwide, have turned out to be a 
much larger process than all the world's 
new refugee flows. Refugees and de- 
velopment displacees, of course, are 
not "numbers" that compete with 
each other, but are global parallel 
dramas sometimes intert~ined.'~ 

The principal difficulty with the 
overwhelming volume of this research 
is, however, the propensity to de-politi- 
cize the issue by translating it into pre- 
cisely that technical policy-analytic 
enframingwhich contributed to thepro- 
duction of the problem in the first place. 
Technology thus translates the question 
of the political into certain kinds of 
problematizations; requiring rigorous 
calculability, utility, and govern- 
mentality. It then feeds itself on the his- 
tory and further elaboration of the very 
problematizations it introduces. l7 

Albeit, then, the theme of abjection 
also arises here, the essay is not a treat- 
ment of the refugee as victim. Refugees 
have always offered, and been, more 
than mere objects of pity and suffering, 
something which the Huguenots 
themselves, of course, also demon- 
strated.18 As abjection, the refugee 
consequently also calls into question 
the foundational underpinnings both 
of the community from which s \he has 
been expelled and the community into 
which they seek to be received. What is 
at issue, in short, is the very question of 
human dwelling and belonging in a 
world. That in tum raises the point, 
well-made by Judith Butler in another 
discussion, of how "such socially satu- 
rated domains of exclusion" be recast 
from their status as constitutive outsid- 
ers, "to beings that matter."19 I take the 
refugee to be a being that matters in re- 
spect of the world (dis)order of political 
modernity, the requirement to out-live 
it, and the possibility of the possibility of 
doing so. The essay is thus, instead, a 
contribution to what the political theo- 
rist William Connolly has called 
ontopolitical interpretation. 

By the ontopolitical Connolly refers 
tothe way in which every political inter- 
pretation invokes a set of fundaments 
about the necessities and possibilities 
of human being; about, for instance, 
"the forms into which human beings 
may be composed and the possible 
relations which humans may establish 
withnat~re."~~Foxthe on, or the onta, of 
ontology refers to the reality of really 
existing things. In making his point 
about the way in which all political in- 
terpretation is simultaneously also 
ontopolitical because it cannot but dis- 
close the ontology sequestered within 
it-to repeat: making any statement 
about what is, is always already to find 
oneself within an understanding of the 
is as such--Comolly demurs at the 
logos of ontology because he finds the 
idea of the logic of reality apart from 
appearance too determinative and re- 
strictive. It suggests a principle or de- 
sign of being, when it can and has, of 
course, been argued that the fundamen- 
tal thing about being is that it exhibits no 
such overriding logic or principle. 

Surveying the various means by 
which modem political thought has 
elided the ontopolitical-modem secu- 
larism, pragmatism and epistemologi- 
cal realism, for example--Connolly 
concludes that this elisionalso obscures 
a convergence of ontological views. 
Asking rhetorically, "What if some 
common presumptions of our times . . . 
containdangerous demands and expec- 
tations within them? What . . . if the 
points of ontopolitical convergence in 
the late-modemnation-state turn out to 
be exactly the domain in need of reas- 
sessment today?"21Com~llynotes that 
this is precisely what that strain of think- 
ing from Nietzsche onwards contends 
"that every detailed interpretation pre- 
supposes answers to fundamental 
questions of being, and that this is in- 
deed one of the territories of modem 
discourse that requires critical reflec- 
t i ~ n . " ~ ~  

My contention is that the advent of 
the refugee brings that very territory of 
modem discourse directly into ques- 
tion, because the refugee is a function of 
the dangerous ontopolitical conver- 
gences which Connolly notes. Specifi- 

cally, that ontological narcissism, to 
which he r b fers in his essay on "Free- 
dom and Contingency," in which free- 
dom has become associated with the 
security of being in command, the corol- 
lary of which appears to mean being 
subjected to intensifying control.23 
Amongst other things, therefore, out-liv- 
ing the modem is critically associated 
also, therefore, with out-living these 
dangers. The advent of the refug-e 
whose very own ontological horizons 
have been devastated; one removed 
from a world-thereby dramatically 
exposes and radically disrupts the 
ontopolitical horizons not only of the 
hosts in which they arise, but also of 
political Modernity as such. Finally, the 
essay seeks to draw-out a sigruficantly 
different set of ontopolitical supposi- 
tions which the advent of the refugee 
also helps to disclose. 

If this provides some early, if all too 
brief, an indication of what I mean by 
out-living the modem, I cannot give 
some comparable and positive indica- 
tion of what Imean by the scandal of the 
refugee, however, without also elabo- 
rating the very different ontopolitical 
fundaments which the advent of the 
refugee brings to presence. Just as 
Comolly draws on a certain range of 
philosophical resources to make his 
point about the elisions and dangers of 
the onto-politics of late Modernity, I 
draw upon the same resources to offer 
this alternative ontopolitical account of 
the human; in which its estrangement 
from itself is the very scandal that the 
refugee brings so forcefully and politi- 
cally to presence in the (dis)ordering of 
world politics. It is that estrangement, 
as itself an ontopolitical point of depar- 
ture, which is both the condition and the 
occasion of another politics. 

The Ontopotitical Condition of 
Worldly Estrangement 
What becomes of being-with when 
the with no longer appears as compo- 
sition, but rather as dis-position?24 

In excess of the humanitarian scandal 
of the refugee, and in excess of the policy 
analytic and policy-making crisis in- 
duced by the astonishing growth of refu- 
gees in the past ten years. Inexcess, also, 
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of the politicalcrisis which the advent of 
largenumbers of refugees excites in the 
countries to which they flee, or of coun- 
tries like the United Kingdom in which 
the narcissistic politics of identity 
seems designed to go phobic at the least 
provocation of alienness, the scandal of 
the refugee is not only the scandalous 
thought that politicalModernity has to 
find a way of out-living rather than of 
realizing itself. In excess of, but also in 
alliance with these other registers of 
scandal, the advent of the refugee al- 
ways brings to presence this: the scan- 
dal of the human as such. That scandal 
is the scandal of human freedom which 
makes both politics and law possible 
without making either politics or law 
certain. It is a scandal from which the 
telic understandings of politics, as a 
form of making that results in a 
technologizing of politics seeks to save 
us; and in the process subjects us to 
novel, possibly terminal, globalized ter- 
rors and dangers. 
Human being is a mobile way of be- 

ing on its way frombirth to death which 
lives life without owning whatever 
gives life. It is, then, in the condition of 
an originary dis-possession because it 
enjoysno security of tenure over the fi.ee- 
hold of its existence. That leaves it in the 
curious position of having to own itself 
without possessing original title to it- 
self. It simply does not, and cannot, 
possess a secure property right in itself, 
of itself. In consequence, it makes-up 
wonderfully implausible stories to ac- 
count for this predicament and binds 
itself to, and with, them in the hope that 
they may make such a peculiar way of 
being somewhat easier tobear. Techno- 
logical mastery of ourselves and "na- 
ture" through submission to the 
spectacular power and productivity of 
representative calculative thought, pro- 
jected on and through, rather than 
grounded in, the idea of a sovereign 
reasoning subject, is the specular 
mythological achievement which dis- 
tinguishes and determines our own 
politically modem times. 

Philosophers (some philosophers) 
call this difference-the difference be- 
tweenbeings that exist and existence as 
such-the ontological difference. In- 

sinuated into the very being of human 
being it is what makes human being 
plural more than one. That plurality is 
not, it should be noted, the plurality of 
many human subjects, however those 
subjects are specified: people; nation; 
class; race; religion; or even citizen (by 
virtue of subscription to the constitu- 
tion of a republic and its civic culture). 
An evenmore disturbing phenomenon, 
that plurality is what might be called an 
onto-plurality. Installed within the be- 
ing of every humanbeing, the plurality 
of such a difference is not an Hegelian 
relational concept of difference either, 
in which differenc~ome would call it 
Otherness-is only difference in rela- 
tion tome and, therefore, not truly differ- 
ent or Other at all.25 Rather, it is an 
irreducible and irremissible Otherness 
or difference which, constitutive of hu- 
man being, is nonetheless beyond its 
mastery. What identifies human be- 
ing-its freedom, in raising and an- 
swering the question of its own 
existence, also to recognize this 
Otherness or difference which is inte- 
grally constitutive of it-is simultane- 
ously what disrupts its identity with 
itself as well. 

Enjoying an existence which is plu- 
ral as such-itself a plethos rather than 
merely comprised of a plurality of be- 
ings-the human inhabits a strange- 
ness which alsoinhabits it. Abeing that 
is itself radically transitive, occurring 
through time and so originally histori- 
cal rather than merely mobile, the 
worldly estrangement of human being 
is an interrogatory way of being that, in 
having only itself henneneutically to 
answer to, is, nonetheless, in the posi- 
tion of having to answer to a m ~ s t e r y . ~ ~  
To be worldly here is to have a certain 
modality of alienation "inscribed at the 
heart one's existence, and to give this 
alienation an extremely positive valida- 
tion."" On its way from birth to death, 
and consequently therefore always al- 
ready on the move into a future in which 
it becomes that which it has never yet 
been, human being thereby necessarily 
also remains fundamentally a stranger 
to itself. The scandal of the refugee is 
that the human is itself not simply natu- 
ral, not-to play on the scan of scan- 

dal-reliably metrical. Calculative, it 
nonetheless simply does not add-up. 
The scandal, in short, is that the human 
is itself alien-, in that while of neces- 
sity it dwells in a world, it is not, and 
cannot,be fully at home there: because it 
never received vacant possession, does 
not own the freehold and has no secu- 
rity of tenure in it. Thehope which, there- 
fore, arises with the refugee exceeds the 
hope that the alien might find a "home," 
and entertains the possibility that the 
onto-alienness of human being might 
ultimately also find ways of being hos- 
pitable to itself. Finding such ways and 
articulating such a hope are, I believe, 
also ways of newly-understanding the 
project of democratic politics, provoked 
by the advent of the refugee and drama- 
tized by the dangers of world (dis)order 
in late-modern times. 

Such a condition-freedom to give 
the law that is a freedom before the law 
of that which is, in Nancy's paradoxical 
phrase, "legitimately without law (de 
droit sans droitY"'-is not just a scandal 
to reason, it is also ethically scandalous 
as well; which is to say, "a snare, trap, 
or cause of moral stumbling . . . a stum- 
bling-block" [OED]. Continuously hav- 
ing to find its feet, the human way of 
being is thus simultaneously, also, the 
occasion of its downfall as well. Noth- 
ing bears it up in its disposure other 
than its composure. That composure, 
however contrived, evenunder modem 
forms of representative democratic gov- 
ernment which ground their legitimacy 
in the representation of "the people," is 
a fallible act made possible in virtue of 
that ontological freedom. Such compo- 
sure isnot, however, the telos or end of a 
politics of making, of politics under- 
stood to be a process of fabrication. 
Rather, it is the endless work of assum- 
ing the burden of being free, in laying 
down the law, to be interpreting the law 
in consequence of the exception to the 
law which the law itself necessarily 
brings to presence. To have an end is 
oidy possible in the condition of not 
having any end as such. Political-I 
would add, democratic-composure is 
the deferral of the end that would end all 
purposefulness. It is a tricky act to pull- 
off because, continuously disrupted by, 
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human being has nonetheless continu- 
ously also tocome to terms with& origi- 
nal disposure; its thrownness into a 
world in which it knows not from 
whence it came, nor where it is headed. 

To note and consider the ontol- 
ogizing effect of the refugee, however, 
does not mean abandoning the eco- 
nomic, political or personal dimension 
to the refugee, any more than it means 
abandoning the terrain of judgment. 
The ontologizing effect does not remove 
us to some abstract or speculative region 
at all. It is a question of entering these 
other so-called empirical, but in 
Arend tian and Heideggerean language 
simply worldly, regions differently. For 
the word means the thought of existence 
and the status of it today means think- 
ing our, especially political, existence 
on the level of the challenge which the 
refugee brings to our capacity less to 
secure a home and more to create and 
live in habitable worlds. Hence, we are 
ontopolitically indebted to the refugee. 
That debt cannot be repaid, but it canbe 
explored and acknowledged through a 
political thought other than that which 
has helped to make the refugee one of the 
principalbearers of the cost of the politi- 
cal (dis)order of the modern world, 
where the technological understanding 
of politics as fabrication-state-build- 
ing; nation-building, nation-state- 
building, hegemonizing; counter- 
hegemonizing-is paramount. To bring 
the derelicted into thought in this way is 
neither to patronize, nor to avoid, the 
devastation of their dereliction. It is an 
exercise neither of good nor of bad con- 
science. It is to respond positively, in- 
stead, to the refugee's profound 
provocation of political thought; by 
which I mean their provocation both to 
think politically and, in thus thinking 
politically, to think against the onto- 
political convergences which distin- 
guish modem political thought. 

For the refugee raises the question of 
association beyond, outside, in the mar- 
gins, or in excess of, established politi- 
cal sociation; because the refugee is by 
definition a-social, a-political. Being 
political, one might say the being of 
politics, is profoundly at issue here, 
then, in and through the presence of the 

refugee. The figuration of the abjection 
at the heart of modem political subjec- 
tion, of the associational poverty at the 
centre of so much political sociation, 
and of the impoverishment of being- 
within today's global togetherness, the 
refugee exposes how belonging together 
politically has become belonging to- 
gether at the production of the spectacle 
of politics, including that of the 
abjection integral to it. The advent of the 
refugee nonetheless still ruptures the 
horizons-spoils the show--of socie- 
ties which desire tobe left only to them- 
selves, seeking to affirm their social and 
political being by reference to no hori- 
zonbut themselves. What emerges from 
taking the refugee even more seriously, 
therefore, than, say, refugee studies 
might perhaps unfairlybe said to do, is 
not the idea of some sovereign indi- 
vidual or communal, rights-based, un- 
derstanding of humanbeing, however, 
which requires extension to the being 
which has beenexpelled from its world. 

The problem with rights here in this 
argument concerning the politically 
dislocating ontologizing effects of the 
advent of the refugee-that is to say, 
aside from any tactical questions con- 
cerning the provision of some means of 
protection to the outcast-is that it ap- 
peals to one of two grounds, each of 
which is equally unsustainable in the 
face of the alienness that the refugee 
brings to presence. On the one hand, 
rights are the fruit of the enforceable law 
of a community. On the other, rights are 
said to be the natural endowment of 
what it is to be human. The refugee is, of 
course, refugee invirtue of its expulsion 
from, and very oftenby, the enforceable 
law of a community, There is no enforce- 
able communal law-UN conventions 
on refugees are just that; conventions 
which the existinglegal communities of 
states interpret for themselves, and may 
or may not apply to themselves-to 
which the refugee has recoursez9 That 
is the point to being a refugee. Con- 
versely, the appeal to what is said to be 
the natural endowment of the human 
raises the ontological question of the 
natural. Here the advent of the refugee is 
radically disruptive because the event 
of the refugee's alienness calls to mind 

the of the human as such: the 
very non- aturalness of the onto-plu- 
rality; throwness and responsibility of 
its abyssal freedom. For if the human 
were simply natural it would not have 
this freedom-with all its attendant 
burdens of decision-to be. 

The question of taking the refugee 
even more seriously is not, however, 
simply a question, either, of some 
sociality or alterity that problematizes 
the authority of the subject understood 
as a solus ipse: "It is more than this and 
~omethingelseentirely."~~It is amatter 
of the ipse itself, of its very belonging 
together in and through its inherent plu- 
rality. That with which we are associ- 
ated, and that which associates us, in 
short our capacity to say "we" the hu- 
man, is what is at issue; mundanely, 
corporeally; and increasingly, in our 
world,massively. The advent of therefu- 
gee, therefore, poses both the ontologi- 
cal question politically and the political 
question ontologically. Hence the dra- 
matic, and dramatically disruptive, 
ontopolitical valence of the refugee. 
Neither a neighbournor a friend, linked 
by neither a politically fraternal, com- 
munalnornational bond, the advent of 
the refugee poses the question of the 
"we" of the human as such and dis- 
closes its co-ipseity beyond, or other 
than, our current understandings of the 
belonging together of the human way of 
being. That co-ipseity is obscure, 
enigmatic and opaque. Readily deni- 
able, it is nonetheless also impossible 
to escape. Inescapably ethical, its 
inescapability has also gone global, and 
sets-up aporetic perturbations in all 
settled systems of political order and 
understanding, including those of 
Communitarian and Liberal thought.31 
Michael Walzer, for example, admits as 
much. 

At the extreme, he notes in Spheres of 
Justice, "the claim of asylum is virtually 
undeniable. I assume that there are in 
fact limits ta our collective liability, but 
I don't know how to specify them." But 
if that is true, he went on, "why stop 
with asylum? Why be concerned with 
men and women on our territory who 
ask to remain and not with men and 
women oppessed in their own coun- 
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tries who ask to come in? Why mark-off 
the lucky or aggressive, whohave some- 
how managed to make their own way 
across our borders, from all others? 
Once again I don't have an adequate 
answer to these  question^?"^^ 

Raising the question, the capacity, 
and our necessity tobe able to say "we," 
the refugee does so in circumstances 
which are authorized, thereforelneither 
by God, the Leader, the Nation, the State, 
nor the People. Rather, the refugee raises 
that need in the circumstances in which 
none of these ontopolitical figures says 
it for us. The refugee does so, and 
crucially, in precisely those circum- 
stances when these figurations of the 
ontopolitical convergences of modem 
times-those very ontopolitical 
signifiers which operate as rallying 
points for mobilization and polit- 
icization fated nonetheless to dishon- 
our their promise, "both to urufy the 
ideological field and to constitute the 
constituencies they claim to repre- 
~ent,"~~-tell us, instead, exclusively to 
say "1." Notbeing able to say "we" in the 
circumstances in which it is most called 
for-that is to say, when we are not au- 
thorized to do so, and when it is the 
strange and different that we are enter- 
taining, is precisely, however, what al- 
lows each "I" the dementia which 
results ultimately in individuals not 
being able to say "I" any more either. 
That is what makes the refugee a touch- 
stone of thevery democratic politicality 
of any community-its capacity, in 
making way for other beings, to make 
way for other ways of politicalbeing to 
be in its very own way of being.34 

The"we" is in question as a question, 
then, when faced with the refugee be- 
cause the refugee poses the very 
questionability of the "we" at us directly 
and politically, but in a way in which 
the answers we have currently settled 
upon--and in-no longer answer. That 
"we" obliges us to find other ways of 
saying "we" again, and through that 
inescapable insistence binds us in a 
peculiarly ethical form of 
"commonality." Once more our onto- 
political indebtedness to the refugee 
surfaces, for the refugee attests to the 
very apvticness of the "we" and re- 

opens it for us. In the process-precisely 
because the "we," however enigmati- 
cally, &we, however we are, are con- 
tinuously re-configured. Herein, then, 
lies the intimation of the possibility of a 
different ontology of the species of po- 
litical being: of one always already 
strange to itself, one more equipped to 
address the plurality always already 
insinuated into being. Here the "with 
of associationis what the political takes 
as its question not as its ground, pre- 
cisely because it is human being's very 
own questionability. And it assumes as 
the commission of that very omission, 
precise lack of any secure answer to 
what the human is, the commitment to 
keep the with of that indefinable "we" 
open. 

I want to conclude, then, in a kind of 
amplified and intensified Arendtian 
way. It is this plethos which allows for 
the very possibility of politics; because 
it constitutes an ontological freedom 
which, in distinguishing human being 
as the way of being which is obliged to 
raise and respond to the question of its 
existence, without ever being in a posi- 
tion to answer it, devolves upon it the 
responsibility to lay down the law, and 
thus order its own affairs. It is not sim- 
ply, then, the question of the "inter," but 
of its very irresolvable questionability, 
that gives rise to politics at all. 

I would call that politics democratic 
which didnot merely claim to represent 
"the people," did not begin with a sub- 
ject individual or collective, but was 
committed instead to continuously fore- 
stalling the foreclosure of freedom en- 
tailed in having to give an answer to the 
question of the self and of the commu- 
nity. I would also call that politics 
democratic if it was one which was thus 
committed to the projed of keeping open 
the question of who "the people" (the 
deinos) is, that is, of continuously dis- 
closing, rather than foreclosing, the "in- 
ter" or "we" in the human way of being. 
Democracy to come would thus b e d -  
ways already is-the forestalling of the 
foreclosing of this questionability; even 
in its own fore~losing.~~ Is it not this 
which constantly takes place in the "In- 
ter" of international relations; despite 
what international relations once 

thought itself to endorse, as knowledge 
and as politics, and so to be as a disci- 
pline? 
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